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Cassette I Side 1:1 

I: The first question I have is just about yourself--how 

long you've been in Baltimore and what got you started in 

Baltimore civil rights? 

1\: Well, I've been in Baltimore my whole life off and on. 

I did leave at the age of sixteen for educational reasons and 

then worked abroad for a number of years after doing a graduate 

degree there. So, that, actually, my formative years, perhaps, 

were not in Baltimore. From sixteen to twenty-five I wasn't 

here. But before and after I've been a Baltimorean. 

I: Was there something that you took part in in school that 

began your interest in civil rights? 

1\: No. I think it went back to almost two and three years 

old. If I can really try to trace it back, I had a dear, dear 

friend who happened to be preternaturally small, as I was, and 

had the same interests; and we used to say that we were twins 

and people would laugh, and we didn't understand their laughter. 

I waun'~ just Caucasian. I don't use the term black and whttc, 

really. I think they're states of mind, by the way ...... I am 

black, I think black is a state of mind and attitude towards 

life. But not only as a Caucasian child but as one so fair 

and pallid and my friend being almost charcoal black, I suppose 

dreiv a laugh when in the early thirties we were saying we were 

twins. And people would say, ''Identical twins?'' And we'd say, 

"Yes,n and lots of le.ughter., and by the time I began to 
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understand what they were laughing at, I think I grew very angry. 

So probably it started there. 

I: Nm•;, there are some specific incidents that I would 

like to ask you about that took place in this area in Maryland. 

Maybe you can just give me your recollections on them. The 

first of them is the Freedom Rides on Route 40 to open up the 

restaurants? 

Jl.: Well, lf I may, I would 1 tke to fill in just one moment 

of my life between what you're discussing and what I just told 

you about. When I 1·1as working abroad, I was working in the De

Nazification Program in Germany just after the war, and I 

think that that plus an International Law Degree tuned me in 

to man's oppression of man. Having lived in Germany and seen 

the aftermath of an inhumane society and then doing work in 

International Law at Cambridge, I think this is what made me 

realize that it wasn't enough to react with anger because of 

one's personal transgressions upon society, perhaps, with my 

little identical twin. But one had to act with anger against 

society's transgressions against society, and when I returned 

home in between two F.uropean stints, somethine; called CORE-

and we didn't w1derstantl. ,·1hat the wonl;; mea11l, al, all. ll, ttad 

not really begun. It was just in its infancy. No one knew 

what the initials meant. I thought it meant the core of a 

people. I had no idea that it was Congress On Racial Equality. 

But they were collecting in Baltimore and we were sitting 

in at places such--I 1 d joined this group when I found out what 

they were doing--1;e were sitting in at places such as Read I s 
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and Kresge's and opening up the five and ten's. That did 

come before the Route 40. It ultimately led into such things 

as the Freedom Rides in the South and Route 1ro, some of which 

I was on. But by the time the Route 40 situation came about, 

I was professionally involved in the civil rights movement, 

the other having been just a volunteer, almost spontaneous, 

unknowing kind of experience of sitting in with friends at 

K1·esge I s and nead I s. But by the time that Iloute 40 was burst

ing, I was the arbitrator for the State of Maryland for the 

then, well it's now the Commission on Human Relations. Perhaps 

this is the term that we ought to use. 

I: Then it was the Commission on Interracial Problems ... 

-~: And Relations - CIPRI. I didn I t even know that you 

could garble it up. 

I: I always get it backwards. 

A: I think it I s interesting to !r.now that when Maryland es-

tabli.shed such a Commission, it was many, many years ago. They 

probably established it for the purpose of seeing that as little 

as possible was done. This was certainly the reason, in my 

opinion, for thP. U.S. C:i.v:i.l Rights Commission. Both Commissions 

.vere established as study groups, so that if the natives got 

restless, the government could say, "But, you see, we've got a 

group taking care of that." When in fact neither group had any 

teeth in it whatsoever, and could take care of nothing, and the 

studies were probably a form of pollution. I'm sure many more 

studies were written than ever read, many more read than ever 

understood, many more understood than ever cared about, and 

many more cared about than ever acted on. So, the Commissions 
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were just that--set up probably to do nothing. But, in 1 63, 

Maryland for some extraordinary :reason was among the first 

states that passed a Public Accommodations Law. 

I: Do you think it might have anything to do with the 

Cambridge incident? 

A: No, because they really came just after that. Well, the 

uprisings were starting. I mean, the feelings were being made 

known, and perhaps from that point of view, hut I don't think 

it was a response to pressures yet, in my opinion. I think, 

on the contrary, it was still a hypocritical thought that if 

we pretend to do something, if we put an up-front situation, 

a kind of front office token situation we can avoid real 

cataclysm, really doing anything. 

I: So it's giving a little bit to prevent further backlash? 

A· I thinl, so, and I 1 11 tell you why I think that. When 

they passed the first Public Accommodations Law, they gave no 

appropriations to fund it, no position funded to enforce it, 

and when I found out about this I went and applied for the job 

and they said, "Dut uh, uh .. hum, Tl and when I finally tried to 

find out why all the throat clearing, they had to tell me that 

there was just no appropriation to fund it. _;nd I said, "But, 

since I've been doing it free for years anyway, this would give 

me a portfolio and credentials, and the money obviously hasn't 

been my motivation. 11 .4nd there was very little they could do 

to turn me down. There was no i·;ay they could say it had a 

competitive exam or that you might not be the right person. 

mean, even if they felt that I would be so activist as to be 

dangerous, there was nothing they could say, because nobody else 

in his right mind was going to apply for an unfunded position. 

I 
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And this meant driving to places like Cumberland and Cris

field, and often I would be on the road ten hours a day, then 

do two or three hours' work, so the days were never shorter 

than thirteen hours. I would say that I put in generally about 

twelve, thirteen, for the shortest days, to about sixteen 

hours. 

I: Tb~s is for the Commission? 

fl: Yee, and the only member of the Commission Staff was 

Parran Mitchell who had a secretary. He had come in three days 

or so before me, and, in fact, I left three days or so after 

Parran Mitchell left. So 1·1e were .... 

I: You were just about equal? 

I,: Well. Some people are more equal than others! I I m not 

sure h01, you mean that, but certainly at that point I was equal 

in time but not in Table of Organization. He was the Executive 

Director. 

I: How did he come to be Executive Director? 

A: Probably best to ask him, because he was chosen at that 

time. There had been some eminent people before him, but being 

a man really so committed to doing instead of speaking, one 

would have to ask him why he took on such a almost a non sequitur, 

as it were. He's so articulate I would rather leave that to 

him. 

I: O.K. Then let's go back a little bit to the Route 40 

Freedom as you 1·iere mentioning that you personally helped out 

with the Kresge Sit In's and at Read's, and in downtown activities. 

Did you go on those Freedom Rides on Route 40? 
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A; Yes, I did. But later, as they progressed, I went in 

actually then not as a volunteer partisan, but as things began 

to loosen on Route 40 and the law was that public accommodations 

had to be opened, I went in actually as a law enforcement 

officer. And that was kind of funny because the law was new. 

The police generally didn't know about it. Many of the Freedom 

Riders didn't know about it yet. Certainly the accommodations 

owners not only didn't know about it, but didn't believe when 

they found out anyway. They would get a letter saying that a 

law enforcement officer was coming about a law which they 

hardly trusted. When I would get there and present credentials, 

it didn't dawn on them yet. So they'd say to me, "When are 

they coming?" .4nd I would say, "They are here." But in my 

case, having a tinier frame and a less authoritative look, I 

think that they just couldn't believe. I think Bella could 

carry a certain amount of visual weight and importance that they 

didn't believe I had. 

I: When people were arrested on these Freedom Rides, did 

the NAACP c:ul!le alH.l help ouL, uall l.,llem uul., arnl provlcJ.e legal 

assistance? 

A: Well, the NAACP was great at thRt tim<'l. C:ORF: WRS very 

new and really just forming. NAACP was already august and 

known, and they probably were, at that time, the bulwark of the 

civil rights movement and really almost the only security we 

had. 

I: It must have been very frustrating for you as a member 

of this Commission to have to constantly go out one time after 
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another and after another in this same type of problem where 

people just refused to open up. 

A: Well, I think the frustrations were greater than that. 

To begin with, after I realized I was putting in so many six

teen hour days and had children, and wanted to have some 

family life, I ultimately ended up with a small plane and 

would fly to the distant parts. There were no airports in most 

of them and when the firemen woultl reall2e wha L r,as eumlng, 

they would refuse to let us land. Or they would meet us with 

sticks and clubs. 

So it was more than frustration. And then, I suppose, 

from the physical concern, it fit everybody in the civil rights 

movement from the late forties and through fifties and sixties. 

I think after the actual physical threat, the next thing that 

I found most thwarting was the ignorance, because often I would 

be placed in jail and spend the day in jail since they didn't 

believe that I was a law enforcement officer, until Parran 

Mitchell would kind of send the word down. And I guess after 

the physical'threats and the jail experiences, the next thing 

perhRpR most thvrnrtine; waR the rf'ali~ation that many., many 

vuuple whu were llusLlle Lu Lhe civil rights movement were hostile 

out of ignorance and fear as much as out of hostility, or more 

so. If you could get beyond the ignorance and the fear, you 

could actually reach some fairly human beings--human human 

beings. 

I: Was it easier to deal ·with women on questions like this 

than to deal with men? 
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P,: No. I found the women, perhaps because I am female, 

was young and tiny and unthreatening looking, and took great 

care to work with some respect for the person with whom I was 

working, perhaps I found it easier with men. I think the 

women were more suspicious of me. The only physical abuse that 

I suffered was being beaten with a pipe by a woman in Calvert 

County and having my clothes torn b~, other women. So that I 

thinl( that the womon, I'1•om my uxpu.r•lunee, were eonslderably 

more aggressive. But that possibly was because I'm another 

female. Also, of course, at times I would go places with 

Parran Mitchell, and I think I became known as someone far 

worse than being white or black, but a "Nigger Lover. rr 

I: I have some questions about Lillie J-l[ay Jackson and 

Theodore McKeldin when I get to them eventually. O.IC? I I d 

like to know, did you know Lillie May Jackson? 

A: Well, I knew her as many know her, not intimately, but 

with a great deal of awe and appreciation and respect, because 

she came at a time when one wasn't a leader. One was a "kook" 

to take her position. One was excessive and exaggerated. I 

think now when it's very fashionable to be for minoritiPR anct 

women, one c<1n enjoy tltc gruLlfleuLlou of uelug a hero. BuL ln 

those days one couldn't. I think that I had the greatest respect 

for because she was pleading a dangerous cause, an unpopular 

cause, and in many instances a disrespected cause, and still had 

the courage to proceed with her cause. 

I: How did Lillie May Jackson work with white people? 

A: Well, she worked, in my opinion--now this is only an 

opinion and I can't generalize with white people. Certainly my 
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contact with her was always extremely enriching. First of all, 

since she respected herself and had a complete zealot's com-

mittment to her cause, she was very and could 

work with anybody, in my opinion. I think the people who don't 

work well with other people are more concerned with the inter

personal relationships than with the issues that ought to set 

the scene for the interpersonal relationships. 

I; Would you say she was consci.ous of the difference hP.twP.en 

U1e white leaders and the blaclc leaders who were on her side? 

P,: Well, that I s going to be difficult for me. As I told 

you, I think black is a state of mind, and since it has always 

been a state of mind, I can't indicate that I could tell the 

difference. I didn I t feel sepai-ate from her nor have I felt 

separate from any human being who's really fighting for the 

causes in which I believe. So, perhaps I'm the wrong person to 

answer that question. 

I: Do you think that in her early days when she was first 

beginning her worl,, she accepted the concept of separate but 

equal so long as the equal really was equal? 

A: I think inherent in her philosophy she was an extra-

ordinarily s0phisticc1tert thinter, as is her who1c> family. F:c1r.h 

member of her family, in my opinion, is a sophisticated thinker. 

They are no simplistic thinkers that I l,now of, and I think 

inherent Has the p2·ojection that separate is not equal. She 

didn't articulate it, perhaps. Maybe Brown vs. Topel,a in 

1 54 had to do that for all of us, but I think everyone knew that 

separate can't be equal. 

I: What kind of personality did she have? 

A: Forceful. Full of humor. Perhaps great leaders, 

https://hP.twP.en
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particularly in heavy and ugly experiences, need humor, a lot 

of humor. Maybe not everyone would say that of her. I felt 

that way. 

I: We haven't gotten that from too many people. 

. I'·' .• I found humor. Or maybe I just laughed at it and she 

laughed with me. I'm not sure. But humor and fire, and ab

solutely unswerving goal direction, and therefore, very tough. 

I: Nov,, rli rl ~•nn ar.tirnl ly sn tn Ni\AC:P meet.i nss and parti-

cipate in leadership or was that primarily 

A: Hell, no. Keep in mind purely that if one pin-points 

the years--I was in college until I left the country, and I 

was in a rather cloistered situation at B:r~1n Iviav,1r. ..£\1 though 

the civil rights battles 1.i1ere going on in Philadelphia., I was 

ver~/ involved in the academic 1-1orld and felt it was my time to 

take in and to learn. Student attitudes have changed now. I 

didn I t feel that it v-,as my time to be a part of working society. 

I felt that it was my time to be l1oning up the too1s to achieve 

something in society. And then immediately after that I left 

for oversea.s, and didn't come back for a number of years. So 

these years would have been probably the time, just post college 

yPars in thosp ,lays thRt T wonl c'! havP hPPn VPry involved as an 

active and participating member. And perhaps not so much with 

NAACP yet, perhaps more with Urban League. At that time the 

wbite friends that I had who were organizationally involved in 

the civil rights movement ·were either doing things with the 

newer groups, the more irascible groups, perhaps, like CORE, or 

the more staid groups like the Urban League. NAACP, it seemed 

to me, was an in-between. It was certainly an activist group, 

and yet far more tied together by its own regulations than a 
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new group such as CORE. 

My membership in NAACP 1•1as not as a part of a cell, so 

to speak, but as someone who cheered on and said, "I have to 

be counted among you. I have to put my name there." But, my 

actual i·;ork was, on coming back to this country, far more in

volved with the professional job of .~rbitrator and then 

ultimately, of course, it's the same Commission on which I now 

serve aG 0. Commiooioncr. 

I: As a member of these other groups, Urban League and CORE, 

could you tell me how the NAACP, and specifically Lillie May 

Jackson, worked with these other groups? Did she pay much 

attention to them? 

P,: It seems to me in the beginning nobody paid attention to 

CORE, and Temp, Furman Templeton who 1-1as very involved with 

Urban League and Dave Glenn at the time, during the years that 

remember best, were such p0i•1erful leaders in their own rights. 

Now thic may be faulty memory, but I would have to say that m;y 

mind tells me that there was not a tremendous amount of inter

action and working together. Maybe I could even faull, l,he civil 

rights movement in that way, because I think still today we 

could do with a great deal more working tn.gother T think 

that black hope and those among us who are Caucasian black folk, 

but who have fought the battle, spend too much time being sensi

tive to the differences among us than to consolidating the 

similarities. I think this is a criticism that certainly, 

historically, I'd launch against the civil rights movement. 

Now that may be, as I say, lack of memory on my part. 

Perhaps Lillie May Jackson herself worked more closely than I'm 

articulating, but I don't recall a lot of interaction among any 
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of the groups . 

I: Was there some sort of automatic kinship among the 

black leaders in the community? 

.4: Well, first of all, I think there I s kinship among folk 

who identify, so ultimately--you asked me a question before 

about the separate but equal, and there are many subliminal or 

unconscious feelings that we have. By the same token that I 

lm01,, thQt inh0rent in Lillie May Jackson I s feelings must have 

been that there is no equality with enforced separation--with 

enforced separation, mind you. I'm sure that also inherent 

and subliminally and unconsciously there's always kinship among 

people who know that if the bottom line were ever reached, where 

their side would be. 

And I 1-vant to tell :you something very strange, and maybe 

you won't want to use this, and maybe I won't want it used, but 

the kind of thinking that I've always done--maybe from years in 

Germany where life and death were even more exae;e;erated j_n their 

reality than within the civil rights movement here, though 

there I s been plenl,y of dea Llls as a resul L of it. But when life 

and death there was even more imminent and touching each life 

even more ree;ularly, I folt thGt I hGct tn makR rRrtRin ~erisinns, 

such as, if a shooting war breaks out under such and such circum

stance, what side? 

knew all along with the civil rights movement that I 

would have to talrn up arms if necessary with black folks, but I 

also knew that (maybe I'll be permitted to say this) some dumb 

Nigger would say, "She I s white. Shoot ine." And the only thing 

I could say as I lay dying was, "You had a right to do it and I 

I 
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understand. But if you ever find out who I really am inside, 

and was, and that I 1 m a sister, I hope you'll take time to be 

S()rry." It was the only redemptive aspect that I think I 

needed to feel that someone ~,1ould be sorry for having done me 

in. But I felt committed enough to know 1:.1here I was going to 

stand and know what the ultimate risks could be if it ever came 

to that. Being a bit of a Pollyanna and believing in the long 

term in humanity., I never t~o'..1ght it tJould cr:tme to that. 

I: So far it hasn't. 

A: Well, it hasn't here. In South ilfrica, of course, it's 

happening every da:/ and I'm very mindful of the parts o:i.' the 

world where it is happening. 

I: Would ;you ever have considered Lillie Jackson to have 

been too stroni; a leader in the NJU\CP? 

Now, tao strong to me are t1·10 words that can rt fit. If 

you're too harsh, too exaggerated, too premature> too tough, too 

demandine--if you say those things, I can deal with it~ but I 

don rt think a human being can be too strong. P.nd you see, I 

Lhink -LbaL what she \vas, arn.J. is, because I think her spirit and 

.., .her legacy are very much ali.ve, I think she was anu lS strcmg. 

as such, for instance, people who are hard and brittle but not 

strong. Lillie May Jackson had, I think, flexibility, had 

bounce-back power, had resilience, and that's what I mean by 

strength. If she had oeen just tough and hard and insensitive 

and one-directional, I'd say perhaps she could have been too any 

of those. 

I: Now, hov,1 about too powerful? 
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11: Well, I think ... 

I: She was elected for thirty-five years. 

A: But I think nature abhOTS a vacuum, and I think wherever 

a vacuum is some force moves in. I think if there had been 

other people as committed and as forceful who came forth and 

grabbed their scepter and started to march with it, she would 

have been forced to march along or march behind occasionally. 

think she filled the role of leader. You might wont to coll it 

tyrant if you eq_uate too many years of leadership with tyranny, 

that she filled that role because nobody dismantled her. Nobody 

took the mantle from her. 

I: l3ut you don I t think there :-1as ever any power play? 

!~: Oh~ sure. Oh, sure. First of all, she was from a 

sophisticated family. She was a sophisticated v-ioman, and in 

leadership, there is endemic to leadership--there is power and 

endemic to life there is play, and so:, of course, there I s plenty 

of power play. Obviously she v;anted the mantle, and obviously 

not only her ego, her whole identity for survival ,·ias tied up 

with it. I rr1ean I thinh. she saw herself and could not possibly 

separate herself out from this movement. If you had taken away 

thi f' l'fl\18P, yon I ct havP no Li 11 i P ,Tarlrnon, in my opinion 

I had an interesting experience recently which I 1 m not 

going to labor, but I was in the hospital for a reason of having 

lost a portion of my body, and I had to stop and think about 

• k •what l t., lS to lose a critical portion of one's body. It can be 

one's legs one's a dancer; one's arms if one's a weight 

lifter; one's eyes if one's a painter; one's hearing, like 

Beethoven rs one thing. But if one loses something central and 

I 
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perhaps can't the very thing that gave himself identity, 

what happens? .i\nd I think if you had wanted to dismember Lillie 

May Jaclrnon, you ,·;ould have had to cut out her Negrcitude, which 

you couldn't do, you see. You would have had to displace her 

in the movement, perhaps. O.K. Which is as close as you could 

come, and you'd cut out her identity. So that if she were in 

South Africa and forced not to be a black leader--and I'm sure 

there arc plenty 1,ho in black Africa are somehow forced into 

that (South Africa). I didn't mean black 11f1•ica at all. White 

Africa. South Africa. But if she were forced to give up the 

battle, then I think she viould have been utterly dismembered, 

and she had to my mind that identity. 

So I can I t say., in ansi,Jer to your question, that she 1vas 

too strong. 

I: What other leaders would you consider to be of equal 

importance to Lillie Jackson in the area? 

i-1: In the area? ll!hat a powerful question~ 

I: Well, you know this Project has singled out Jackson and 

Me,;Keldln as Lhe Lwo. 

A: I can't link the two. I think I disagree with that. I 

think that. MC"'KP-lctin's 1P.Rr1.P.rRhip is n magn:i.ficent tribute to the 

fact human beings can identify beyond their 01m genetics and 

can be fully human. So I don't rob McKeldin for one moment. But 
' 

I think McKeldin began and ended with a Brotherhood \'Teek men

tality, and I think civil rights goes much, much deeper than 

that. I think that the concept of brotherhood in terms of liking 

a person or being nice to a person is one thing, but that's 

something that I bestow on you. I give you pleasantness, decency, 
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but I thinl, that the black movement is what you are and, tl1ere-

fore, what you have a right to demand of me., and it isn't my 

gift to give ;you. So that I think that a 1:1hite leader that 

i:ees this as a gift bestowed, in fact, McKeldin, though I admire 

him enormously, used to make me angry. -~nd I thought if I ever 

heard him tell me again that he had just had breakfast with a 

black leader. I began to l'/Onder whether he ate them! So I 

have to confess to a little bit of annoyance. I think that-

well, I I m trying to think of pf,ople 1-1ho have the kind of impact. 

Since Angola ended, when you say a great leader, I have to talk 

about people 1•1ho had impact, not ,•;ho meant to be great, not 

whose heads were in the right direction, not who cared deeply-

I don't know an;ybody that had that ltind of impact because of 

the particular era. 

Now, if Lillie May Jackson 1vere living today, we p1·obably 

couldn't say that. But when she came forward, you had to hook 

her up with the Douglasses and the Banneker's and the few greats 

in the world or in the country. Certainly, Martin Luther King 

you can talll: about, and Malcolm X. You can talk about indJ_viduals 

any place in .i\merica or perhaps in other parts of tl1e 1·1orld. 

Dut thoy I ro singular. Try to find tv10 of a kind in ono given 

area. It's asking an awful lot. I think we were incredibly 

rich to have one. 

How did you select Lillie May Jackson, by the Nay? 

I: Well, I came to the Project after it was begun, but I 

think that it was just perception on the part of people who 

lived in Baltimore, and particularly Charles Wagandt v1ho felt 

that she was of primary importance to the civil rights story. 
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A: You see, the chronology is the important thing. Ten 

years later, had she started her commitment ten years 

later ... 

I: She would never have been Ll.llie Jackson. 

1~ : No. 

I: And yet, to i'Jhat do you attribute the fact that she 

never reached national prominence? 

A; Oh, oecau:;;e she wa:, well before r!er t::lme . Wilen you 

think of the great creative artists in the world, the people 

who achieve before the achievement is recognizable, who project 

before the concepts are understood, only death or years can 

give them the position that the;y actually hold. .!\nd philo

sophically--there is a philosopher by the name of J~lfred North 

Whitehead that has the view that the future changes the past 

just as the past affects and molds the future, and I believe 

in that. I believe in looking back ... 

I: The past is prologue. 

A: That she changed the past. In other words, the memory of 

her changes the past, really re-structures the reallty of that 

past. Now that wouldn't happen if she had been in her own time, 

if she hart ripeneo when the trPP waA rPany to orop the Rpp1 e. 

But she ripened well before. It's as though Eve had been born 

too soon, before ribs were created. 

I: But she also preferred to stay in Baltimore and not 

expand ... 

1;: Well, she had a power base here and she would have had 

to start a process elsewhere. Here she had the process going, 

and I think perhaps either consciously or unconsciously knew 
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( 
that she could reap achievement here. She might have had to 

start the process elsewhere and let someone else reap the 

achievement. In other words, many people are unknown because 

they only served in the prologue, never even in the dialogue 

or the post-logue, as it were. 

I: How did she and McKeldin get along? 

A: Well, you have to understand that I don't think McKeldin 

would havR gottP.n along di.sagrP.P.ahly wi.th R hlar.,~ pwrsrm P.VRn 

if he had disliked or disrespected the black person. I found 

him a bit indiscriminate, too indiscriminate ... 
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I: We were talking about the relationship between Mc-

Keldin and Jackson, and you mentioned that he \·1as a little 

bit indiscriminate in ,·1ho he chose to get along 1·1ith. 

A: Yes. What I'm really saying by that is I think that he 

would never want to be caught with any bias showing and so 

afraid that any negative feelings might somehow be painful to 

the next person himself. He probably would have gotten 

alone; with an;i, blacl,;: person, and I think that that's an un~ 

conscious throwback, perhaps, to at j_ ts best, a super-compassion 

in a sense of wanting to be on the credit side of life and pay 

beck some of what has been taken. Or on the other side, perhaps 

an unhealthy guilt response. I think it's perfectly permisseble 

to dislike a black person or a white person, or any person, and 

I think 1•Je do have negative feelings. J1nd I think v.re ought to 

be, perhaps, loving enough of ourselves to accept our negative 

feelings~ understand them, maybe cast them off when they are 

found inappropriate, but to recognize that we do have some. So 

I'm not afraid to have some black folk I don't like or white 

l'ulL ur al!yl>utly elbe. I l1a ve my preferem;es. Ou Lile u Ll,er ilall<l, 

I think I I d be afraid to have any group that I dislilrnd, and 

T think that with Governor MC'Ke1 cti n, Mayor MC'Kf'l cti n, c1nct 

probably young man McKeldin, there was a need not only to love 

and be loved, which I think was a very intense need in his 

personality. So that he was, in that sense somewhat, non

discriminating about people that he trul;y loved and felt loved 

by. 

I: But, his appointment of black people, was that political 

or do you think that that was a genuine ... 
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A: Oh, no. I think it was genuine. I ti1int it was 

genuine. No. No. I think that we often interpret where our 

political good fortunes will lie by some much deeper moti

vations. When people say, "Is that political?" It interests me 

as I watched bigotry. .4nd I 1 11 go back again to Germany 1·1here 

bigotry manifested itself in the ultimate., ln mammoth genocide. 

I found there, and I found when I've scratched close to the 

core of humanity, ;.-1e tend to find oui-1 beet 1,outc in· tho. t di•-

rection not 1,;rfd ch tJe psyche out as as being appropriate 

but i;Jhat v1e feel comfortable v1i th. ..4nd so., when people do 

politically act as though they ought to appoint black folk; 

somewhere there they probably· hav·e a desire to do it any1.,:a~/, or 

they 1·;ould interpret their poli t.ical gains and their political 

directions, perhaps, differe~tly., and not feel that need. 

I: Noi'1., you mentioned David Glenn eax·lier. I assume that 

you kno-;-1 the gentleman. 

I;., : Oh. Yes . 

I: Ho,·1 did McKeldin come to choose him? 

Well., I Ll1lnk Lhuse uf us 1::hu knev1 blm well kne\'1 that he 

was under the shade of the great oak. ,•1hen he worked with Furman 

and such a powerful man, and such a remarkable man, that to 

work under him 1·1as always to be in his shadow. And I thin!~ 

many of us in those days realized that Dave had greatness in him, 

too, and it never could have been realized in that position. 

And perhaps he v.1as brought out of that posj_tion to have his ov,n 

spot in the sun. 

I: Let's get back to McKeldin just a little bit. Hhat ,.,ould 
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you consider his single greatest contribution or gener2l 

greatest contribution to the ai."ea of civil rights? 

A· Well., I am going to seem to be making a statement that's 

almost contradictory to what I was saying before, because be

fore I was somewhat castigating in my appraisal of his loving 

black folk simply because they're black, and being indiscrimi

nate, and his approach to civil rights as Brotherhood Week 

which I best.mi upon ;11on. 

Now I want to talk about the other side of that coin. 

The very fact that he never deviated from that attitude, that 

he 1r,1as so consistent and persistent in that attitude gave a 

certain habit and respec tability, and una voidability, to being 

human and addressing black people because they are people . 

.½nd therefore, I think man:y, many 1-:hi tes in his day couldn't 

have escaped the fact that here is a man 1·1ho 1 s up front, ivho 

can't fail to be noticed because his position is such that he 

is noticeable, and 1,.,1ho v,d.11 never deviate from his good will. 

Therefore, the kind of standards that he set and example that he 

set, that could not be ignored, could not be mioced, wns in

credibly important. 

T: C:Rn you think of Rny specific incident that would indi-

cate to you--or that did indicate to you--how sincere he was? 

A: How sincere our accounting was ... 

I: Or it's just a feeling you have ... 

A; Your re really going to dislil<e what I tell you. .4nother 

sacred cm1, vis-a -vis Mayor McKeldin, in addition to his kindli

ness and his supportiveness of the black movement and black 
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individuals was his great oratorical sldll. Maybe here, for 

the sake of people that are close to him and love him, and 

feel intimate with him, I will ask you to take this out 

eventually. I don't know. I didn't think he had much ora

torical skill. It came across to me as bombastic, as a mask-

not hypocritical now, not untrue--but such a put-on, such a 

false face in the sense of an extra tool that one uses, a 

technique. Ii Etyle. 

I: Not natural. Well, it was learned. It was acquired . 

.4: Well, but we can acquire things and make them seem 

absolutely to us. I always felt as though he was 

going to take off his voice and his face and say, "I was only 

kidding. 11 I also felt--I feel that, of course, to;,vard zebras. 

I am sure that when they take off their sl(in and show them

selves to be normal horses, they look so ridiculous. .~nd I 

always found him a bit ridiculous. 

Now, when he 1,;as off the pulpit, because he was never on 

a platform, on a rostrum, he was always on a pulpit. When he 

was off Olympus and he was slmply talking with two or three 

people around and bis voice would get normal, and human, and not 

pompour, ancl n0t 0rat.0riril1, «n:'i mayhe even a. 1i tt.1e hit nn

noticeable--not very important. It was then that, with the 

mask off, with the clothes off, I would enjoy him most, and 

it was then when he would talk about things that he had done, 

not only in the black movement but generally in life,and his 

dreams and his attitudes, that some of the specific, some of the 

person that is just he would creep in. And at these times I 

really loved him, and had many of such moments with him. 
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But many too many of the bombastic, the oratorical delivery, 

the dance mask, which is great in ceremony. 

I: Who did he choose for his personal friend? 

A: That would be hard for me to tell you, because I'm not 

sure he took the liberty or the luxury. In my experience I 

could not tell you that he took the liberty or luxury of 

personal friends. When I saw McKeldin even relax even with 

,iust two or three., these were always the people. with whom he 

was dealing publicly, politically, casually; and I think there 

are some of us who take too few hours for personal friendship 

that isn't hooked into a cause, maybe because we're so terribly 

committed to using the short time we have on the earth to change 

it, to bring ourselves a touch closer to the dream that we 

don I t allow ourselves enough of that luxur~,, and perhaps if 1ve 

lived to be a hundred and ten we can put that off for the days 

when it's just a casual, personal--I don't mean casual in the 

sense of casually involved, but a personal friend that is a 

cause committed, cause related. But when he had friends who 

were other than friondc in tho groat movement, I wasn't there. 

So I 

I ne

couldn't tell you. 

ver saw them. 

Perhaps he did have many moments. But 

I: People like Judge Sobeloff and Bill Adelson? 

A: Now, Judge Sobeloff I kne1·1 well because our families 

were very close, and still today the families are extremely 

close, such that I suppose if my sister had to speak of her one 

dearest sister in the world, it would be Ruth Sobeloff Mayer. 

And this was historically true. My parents were close to the 

Sobeloff 1 s and my two sisters were very, very close to Evelyn 
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So I saw a good bit of them. I was raised, 

really, with them. And I did see often Judge Sobeloff and 

Mayor McKeldin together, and it would be at, perhaps, Judge 

Sobeloff 1 s home. But even there, as I recall, the discussions 

were pretty high powered, pretty well cause oriented. And I 

can remember this from early. Now what they did in their very 

private moments, I just can't tell you, but I don't know how 

private it would have ta be. Here again it might have heen 

just two or three families. 

I: Well, McKeldin was in the public spotlight for a period 

of about twenty years on and off as Mayor, and then Governor, 

and Mayor again. Let me ask you if, in your opinion, you think 

that--well, what NOUld you say he was more effective--on the 

Governor's level, state level, or local Mayor's level? 

A· I'd have to say Mayor, and that's not politically. 

That's going back to m:y viev-,1 that the statement he made as a 

human being in a city that had a larse proportion of blacks. 

Of course, in his day we didn't have the--what is it? 51+;6 now? 

01· something close Lhereto. That wasn I t the pe1·centage then. 

I don't think it was the majority percentage then. I I m sure it 

waA not, c1lthon2:h T'm hc1ct at numbers. T could be wrong. But 

still, I think to make the statement close to the hub like 

that--to make a statement that "I am the Mayor of people, every 

human being, and my city is a city of people, and I am black. 11 

think he had that feeling that black is a state of 

mind in that sense, that he certainly was a representative of 

every human being in Baltimore. That was as close and intimate 

a statement of beliefs as one could make, and I don't think the 

further one gets from the hub and from the nucleus of human 

I 
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feelings--the further one gets the more diffused, the more 

watered down that statement is. It's true that it will gain 

importance, certainly, for the Governor or the President to 

make a statement. There's more power related to that state

ment. But in terms of ritual,power that isn't wielded but 

that is somehow absorbed spasmodically by other people, I 

think that power was there closest to the people and closest--

, Maryland, ic not a bloc],;: state, 

I: Could you give me a little bit of baclcground on what 

McKeldi:'.l Is other achievements outside the area of civil rights 

were that you would consider to be of importance here? 

A· Well, I think he carried this humanism through govern-

ment. He was certainly awfully approachable, as Mayor and 

Governor. I think that white people felt that they could 

come over to him and reach him. He was a personable person. 

And I think that that's very important. 

I think since Government is often quite removed, quite 

walled off from people, although we're supposedly a represen

tative form of governrnenL, and supposedly t.here is an imposit 

relationship between the elected official and the person, 

1:;enerc1lly I don't th:i.nk t.h::it is rr:>::illy tnrn. Wf'! try to mc1kr:, 

it true by saying, "I like Ike, 11 and, "Give Iem hell, Harry," 

and using first names and creating that sense of personal in-

volvement. But, really, leaders are pretty walled off, very 

often. I think he was not. I'm not looking in retrospect at 

McKeldin 1 s legislation passed or office administration run 
! 

so 

much as I am at the touch of humanism that is the legacy from 

11.im. All the other things I thinl, were not singularly his. 
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I: Would you consider him to have been slightly outdated 

b;y the time he reached his second term as Ma;yor? 

A: Well, in one way, yes; and in one way, no. I think he 

was outdated at birth probably. The very need to pontificate 

on every subject was probably outdated with Ben Hur. I mean 

Charlton Heston does it well. Right? But it's usually set 

aside for a movie or a special event. But I think there are 

certain basic things such as the basic pc1,oonsblonccc and tho 

basic humanity that he did display that is never outdated. It 

might come across with that manner that's outdated, as I 

rnentioned before, but I think the quality itself is not out-

datable. 

I: How about his approach to blacks and to civil rights? 

..... ...Was that in the sixties? 

A: O.K. That's good. You see, I don't think he thought 

his way through the blac}~ movement. I wouldn I t say, for in

stance, what I said of Lillie May Jackson, that inherent in his 

thinking 1•,1as the knowledge, the future tripping that separate 

is never equal. I don't think he intellectualized the move

m2nt, anr1 sn pPrhRps nnP <"n11l rl say hP' l'l never hp ontdRtPl'l 

lJet.:auisio 111::; feelluga ,ioro gu L feelings. They 1,ere feelings 

and feelings are never outdated. 

No,1, intellectually, if you would ask him to plot the 

movement, it might have been a fiasco. We might still be 

back in Brotherhood Week or we might still be back even a little 

furthel" along than that v,;here discrimination has to be intentioned 

or the causes have to be there 1·ather than the results. And we 

1101·1 knOl.' that it's the impact. It's the results. It's dis

crimination., conscious or unconscious that has to be dealt 1,:ith. 
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I don't think he ever could have made it to that scene, as it 

ivere, unless he were carried along by others. 

I: O.K. Let's move a little bit into 1 67. Tall: about the 

reaction of leaders such as McKeldin and Jackson to the mili

tant years. How did they handle that situation? 

A: If you are a person that says, "i:,l,__1 l r"...l..oacn' Lt,, children, 

don't fight," and think that everything has to be and, in fact, 

can be peaceful, you'll take the paternal attitude that I 

think McKeldin took. McKeldin in a fire-line situation, I 

think, would be seriously under-weaponed. I just don't think 

he could handle that. So I don't think McKeldin really ever 

emotionally came into the militant years. Even emotionally. 

I: O.K. How did he prevent the riots from occurring in 1 66? 

Well, not he, but how were those riots prevented. What sort of 

part did he play in that prevention? 

A: I hope I'm not being 1--1rong. I'm not sure t11a t one could 

say he, or even his attitude prevented riots. It wasn't like 

General Gelston on the firing line who did prevent a great deal. 

I ·was there in Cambridge nnd co.w General Gcl.oton, Buck Hnrris-

these people who could somehow turn a crowd, change a crovid. I 

don't think that was what one could say of McKeldin. I think 

he would have been tanked over, bulldozed over, in terms of the 

firing line. So I don't think he prevented the riots, but I 

think that what his statement of humanity did do is not contribute 

to that super hostility that would have exacerbated and in-fired 

the riots. I think he gave a set of conditions. 

I: It was more an absence of effect? He did not do some-

thing wrong? 
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A: Yes. I think the thing that he didn't do was what 

Jignew did when he called in the leaders and was so insulting, 

so incredibly patronizing and infuriating. This is what 

McKeldin didn't do. 

I: We were talking before about your Commission. I was 

wondering if you could tell me about the situation in 1969 

when McKeldin was offered the position of Director of the 

Comrr,J,s si on? 

-~: Well, now I think of Chairman of the Commission. You 

don't mean Executive Director, do you? Fill me in, because .. . 

I: Didn't Mandel think of appointing McKeldin, and then .. . 

-~: As Chairman of the Commission, but ... 

I: Changed., and j_nstead he appointed., see, at th.at time--

he was Mr. Nix and Mr. 

A: Well, then you are talking about the Executive Director 

and my mind just played a trick on me. Do you know, I hadn't 

remembered that it was Executi.ve Directorship rather than 

Commission Chairmanship. That would have, in my opinion, been 

un uttc1· flc1scu. An uLLer fiasco. Because ln Lhat exact 

position one has to have something very, very different to offer. 

I think t.hc1t onp hc1s to hc1ve the wec1ponry rat.her than the will, 

the sharpness of personality, the exq_uisite instrument, the 

cutting edge. This is what McKeldin didn't have, and I can't 

imagine him functioning well in that position. I think it 

would have been a personal tragedy for him that he never would 

have recovered from. 

I: Were the members on the Commission ever consulted as to 

the choice of Director? Or was this something that the Governor 

did by himself? 

https://Executi.ve
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A: Now, let me see. This is my seventh year. So this 

must have happened--run this by me again. It wasn't in place 

--are you telling me it was in place of ? 

Because was found by my action on a 

national and international talent search, and I don't recall 

at the time coming in. It was certainly 

not then. Now, you are talking about 1 69. 

after all,. has only be:e.n he.rP._ a fp,_w yP.RrH~ ~cH1 yon givP. mP. t.hP 

date in 1 69? 

I: Let me see if I have the reference to the article. 

A: I think I came on the Commission as a Commissioner on 

July 1, 1 69. 

I: That's \•Jhat I have. July 1, 1969. Mandel proposed to 

nominate McKeldin for the position of leadership afte:r Mr. 

Nix resigned. 

A: After Roscoe Nix. Right. And before Tread1·1ell Phillips. 

Well, when we came aboard there was no Director for quite 

awhile and because Treadwell Phillips had not come aboard yet. 

So, Lhe <.:onsluerci Llun, Lhe Lhlnk.lng a 1.Juu L L!1e appuln Lmen L was 

prior to my coming on. By the time I came on, one heard very 

7itt1e about that considenition. So, :it mw,t have been worl,i ng 

up to the July period when McKeldin was being considered, and 

surely after taking the office I don't recall any serious con

sideration given to McKeldin, but if there had been, I probably 

personally wouldn't have taken it seriously. 

I: As far as you know, did McKeldin remain active'? Did he 

do anything after his public years to aid or work with anything 

in the civil rights movement ? 
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A: I don I t recall, because the movement had changed so much. 

I am sure he was there on the speaker's platform in any moment 

that was necessary. I had left the days of the big meetings 

and the long speeches. It was a much more activist time. So 

if he was in--if he were, I should say, because I don't even 

tnow that it's not contrary to fact, but if he was still very 

much out front, it would have been at the big meetings and the 

big cpoochoe. ,~nd thic w,1c not where I wnc in thoco years, cmd 

I don't think even where the civil rights movement was in those 

years. 

But I'm sure, til his death that he would have been 

ready and willing to come to the fore ta do what was asked of 

him and what he felt he could do. So, I I m sure some1-1here--and 

some1·1here still, I 1 m sure, he I s talking up the cause. 

I: You talked about belonging to CORE. Maybe you could tell 

me then in your perceptions why CORE chose Baltimore as a 

Target City? 

A: Well, keep in mind that we were--it was so young that we 

ulu.u IL e ve11 h.nuw Lhe ncime uf Lile urgcinl '.<a Llu11 wl!l<..:!1 Lhey ·,1ere 

giving us buttons and passes and telling us that 1·1e were mem

hers of. I c'lon't think we hao that ldnn of self-r.onr:r.iousm,f'.s 

to v_riow why it was chosen, and surely it was chosen by those who 

were in the hub of power somewhere, and that wasn't Baltimore. 

In other words, when it came into Baltimore, it came 

from another source and we didn't make that decision. But, if I 

can second guess the people who did, they may have consirlered 

Baltimore, being a border state, to be truly Southern and an 

excellent testing ground, but with perhaps a touch of 
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Northern-ness enough to break the mold at that time. They 

may have considered it big enough to make a dent. It was then 

probably the sixth largest city in the country; big enough to 

make the papers and small enough that if we made too many 

mistakes, we could cover up for some of it. 

I: Not too much lost. 

11: Right. frnd I would think that it was a good take-off 

point, also, being nesr the Nstion 1 o Cspitol and eooily able 

to tie in, and on the Eastern Seaboard where the problem 

obviously has to be the most exacerbated. I would think that if 

I had sat around choosing a city, Baltimore 1,•,rould have been an 

excellent choice. 

I: Now, how did McKeldin deal with that sort of situation. 

I mean, he in his own perception thought that he had done so 

much and that Baltimore was so great . 

.A: VTell, there was a benignness about it. I mean when 1•.Je 

were thrown out of places, as I recall. When we were thrown 

out of Lexington Street ... 

I: He wasn't there? 

A: No. It wasn't that. I guess, emotionally, one could 

say that he was there because we were thrown out with a rPrtain 

benignness. I couldn I t liken the fire of t!1ose days. Maybe 

I was just younger and it didn't frighten me. I don't tnow, 

though I don't think--there's not much that frightens me today. 

It seemed to me,though., I remembered enough goodwill remaining 

even in the process of being chucked out. There was humiliation 

and disrespect shown, and aggravation, but I think, perhaps, 
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without that benign attitude of his, without that pervasive 

goodness of his, it could have been an uglier situation. 

I: He could have asked for military back-up .... ? 

A: Yes. Well, his whole attitude could have tricll:led down 

and could have spread. You see, I think destructive things 

spread very quickly. They I re very virulent. Good health 

doesn't spread. It's interesting when you stop to think about 

it, only disease does. 

I: Diseases. Right. 

And I think the fact that he had such mental health 

about his attitude toward people didn't give as much of a 

chance for disease to spread. Or not quite as virulently. 

I: Did he use his influence behind the scenes to help avert 

nasty situations? 

A: I think so. Yes., I think he did a lot. Now, mind you., 

I wasn I t behind the scenes in those days. So when I say, "I 

think," I'm not using that loosely. I really only think. 

I: 0.K. Were you involved in the peace movement as well? 

fl: You mean against Viet Nam? 

I: Against Viet Nam. Right. 

A: Earlier than you would believe, I was ... 

I: At this point I would believe anything. 

A: Well, I was working id th Wayne Morse, and since Morse and 

Gruening were the only two out front in the very early days. In 

fact, I have the most magnificent video tapes of Morse out-

either just before or just after Chunking--talking from our 

home against the involvement in Viet Nam. We remember the early 

days very, ver:/ painfully, and to me it is still a very painful 
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experience. To me, it's what robs me, I thin!<:, today of ther 
mood I'd love to have that of the Bi-Centennial. I just have 

not been able to get over the extreme sense of pain for this 

country's involvement in that war. Maybe if I hadn't worked 

in Germany those years I'd be able to get rid of this feeling 

a little bit, but when a country commits genocide--and I do 

believe that was genocide in Viet Nam--a few years just aren I t 

long enough for me to e;et beyond it. I used to w,r:, with 

Humphrey very early in the days of 1\mericans for Democratic 

Action. Very, very early. I was the Vice Chairman here in 

Baltimore, here in Maryland under Herbert Fetter who ,ms Chair

man of Maryland Americans for Democratic Action. Hubert, of 

course, ;;,;as very active at that time . .And so I've known him 

for \•Jell over twenty-five years, and I think I understand. his 

reasons for not coming out against that war when he was Vice 

President. But I've been unable to forgive him. I've been 

unable, I guess, to find in my heart any reasonable explanation. 

When I say forgive, ma;)'be that I s a wrong term. Certainly I 

think well of him. He has enough credit in the bank, of 

humanism. He's paid his dues--that is Hubert Humphrey. And 

m:rny pr-,npl A whn c1i ctn I t st2nc1 nr against the Vi r-,t Nam war have 

paid their dues and are full-blooded humanists. But it's almost 

an irretrievable mistal~e, in my opinion, the dead Vietnamese 

like the dead German Nationals, I don't know how they can ever 

be atoned for. I just don't know how we can ever get beyond 

that. Maybe I feel that it's going to be hard to get beyond 

the first fe\•J hundred ;years of blac~;:: history in .America. I'm 

not sure I know how we'.ll get beyond that. And maybe that's a 
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terrible thing to say. The people who argue that, "I didn't 

do it and I oughtn't pay the price.'' I'm thinking particu

larly nm1 of the educational thing. The people who argue, 

understandably: "I want a good school for my children. The 

busing is the difficulty. I believe in equality, but still I 

didn't set the scene. I didn't create the situation. I don't 

want to suffer for it or have my children suffer for it. 11 

I can't toke thnt. route. I think by bc1.ne; humnn, r,inrc 

I am Whiteheadian and believe that the future changes the past, 

I thin!<: we all contributed to it. And I think we all bear the 

national shame and the national responsibility; and I'm not 

sure, maybe this is where I go into a belief j_n preferentiaJ. 

treatment for people who have been so far placed back--that 

only preferential treatment will start them out from the 

starting line. So when you talk about the peace movement, if 

a movement--well, when you talk about everything you I ve talked 

about today, you're talking about, I think, my innards. You're 

talking about things that are very, very personal. 

I: Did the peace movement take Bome of the thunder uway 

from the civil rights movement? 

A: No. No. No. 

I: Or take some of the steam away? 

fl: It tooll: some boys away, so there were fewer people to 

fight. It took some black boys away so there were fewer leaders 

perhaps. It killed some so permanently we probably were robbed 

of leaders yet unshown, but--and maybe it was another way to 

let off aggressions. Maybe inherent in us is the need to harm. 

I lool<: at the penal system and I feel that we must need to 
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harm. Since we've done so little to crack the impossible 

chronolog;y system., vie have no rehabilitation. We must not 

want to rehabilitate. So, perhaps we do need to harm and 

hurt. Perhaps there is something perverse in us that does 

need that, and maybe to that degree Viet Nam gave us an out

let for our ugliness and drained off a little here. But the 

importance of these movements, it seems to me, is their--it's 

like the tree making a noise when it falls in the fore Rt 

whether there I s an ear to hear it or not. If every black v1ere 

to leave this country, the problem wouldn't leave this country 

until every white is human, is humanized. The problem is there 

whether someone's suffering for the problem or not, whether 

it's being committed then or not. I think as long as there is 

bias and hatred and negativism in our souls, in our psyches, 

the problem is there. 

I: If we could go back a little bit and climb back to the 

Commission on Human Relations and their Commission on Inter

racial Problems, and ... 

A; Ma1·yland Commission on Interracial Problems and Relations. 

Right. 

T: As it 11sed to hP knnwn. T want to ask you a little bit 

about that, too. How were you appointed to the Commission? 

You said that you went and ... 
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A: Pick up on that again. 

I: Yes. You were talking about how it was a different 

situation from being on the staff member as an arbitrator. 

!,: As arbitrator, and I would like to repeat that in case 

it didn't get on, I was the second professional, Farren Mitchell 

being the top dog there. .4nd that I s a good phrase. I was 

probably considerate a little bit. But we did have t,·10 other 

staff members. Fantastic women, Alice Thomas, whom you said 

you have spoken to, and F1-an Scott, and they have been laboring 

in those vineyards quite awhile. Really, I think, heroic 

Nomen who had done a great deal 1,-Jith the Commission and have 

the feeling of the State because they have been there quite a 

lonG time. They 1 re secretaries, but the--a:re you as kine; me ho1•J 

I got the appointment as arbitrator as a staff member, or how 

I got my current appointment as .. ? 

I: Your current appointment as a Commissioner. 

f\ • 
H • That's very hard. We 1ve heard it said~ n0w particularly 

Hith the inter-nation stresses of the Commission, we've heard it 

said that Commissioners are given their appointments because 

someone bought them or some power intrigue effectuated them. 

I imow it not to be true in many cases, but certainly not true 

in my own. I think that I was the most shocked person in 

Baltimore when Frank DeFilipo called. Frank had, Flip, had been 

a newspaper reporter and a very sharp one, an incredibl:,, shrewd 
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one, during the days that I had been in the civil rights move

ment and then certainly during the days that I was arbitrator. 

And so we did kno;-1 one another well. 

On the morning that he called to say I was appointed as 

Commissioner, I said, "You I ve got to be kidding, because I 

don I t thinl~ the Governor wants the vote blocked. "Well, the 

Governor hasn't had his vote bloc,~ed, unfortunately ... 

I: Nobody told you firRt.. 'l'h~y tolct him first? 

A: Well, Flip, of course, was working with the Governor. 

I: Oh. I see. 

A· Mandel at the time, and we were appoint_ed b~· Governor 

Mandel~ that is tbi s current Commission, and I served on the 

Board of Commissioners before this one~ Because this is going 

into my second term for it's m:y seventh :year. I had talked 

about dissatisfactions with the Commission and where it ·was 

heading "di th a number of people 1:Jho were close friends, Bob 

Watts among them. I do recall talking 1·1i th Bob VJ hose, by the 

;_,;ay, if :you 1:Jant to talt: about a lead.er--;you asked. me before 

ubout a leader. I thinl, I r.1ight mention Bob Watts. 

There, too, in an incredibly humanizing, loving way, 

but so forceful, I think he I s left his imprimatur on Baltimore, 

too. But surely I had talked with Bob, and I've known Bob--oh 

let me see--for over thirty years, maybe for thirty-five 

:,,ears, and been a friend of his for that long. I knov1 that 

there were others then that I tall·:.ed to about disagreements 

'•:Jith the wa;y the Commission was going. I felt that it wasn't 

forceful enough, that it wasn I t hard nosed enough, that it i1ad 

not assumed a tough enough position. And I'm sure that that 
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attitude and interaction, inter-facing with them., must have 

got across to the Governor. As I say, I imew Flip and I had 

follo1--1ed. Flip, as he had me., in .Annapolis 11Jhen we 1 d. go dov.;n 

on, he on his work and. me on mine~ t,fe 1 d often see one another., 

and so, I'm sure that that, there was some input there. Well, 

I can't say I'm sure. I'm just assuming. I just feel this. 

It's not that I intellectualJ.y know where the appointment came 

from. I do remember the shock. I do remember when I \'las told 

about the other Commissioners as well, a guy like Bill Adkins, 

that I was feeling that this group of Commissioners that I 

1:1as told--Sam Greene--as Flip v1as telling me who the other 

appointees were, I remember feeling, ''No. No. It's absolutely 

j_mpossibJ.e, because any one of us would create too much trouble 

for a Governor to appoint. Unfortunately, we haven't been 

able to create enough trouble. And when I say that~ I say that 

in a particular uay. I thin}: the Commission has neve1" won the 

battle of being a law enforcement agency, v1hich is what it's 

supposed to be. I think when people say that the Commission 

goes on fishing expeditions or it 1 s too tough., or goes beyond 

its domain when it's a front to the chamber, I'm very much 

reminct~rt nf the f2eling that Zeke @1st have hart AR h~ war ~rivine 

down the dirt road, his horses pulling him, and he sa',1 a new 

fan-dangJ.ed thing, a red J.ight, and he must l1ave thought 

society had gone too far--telling him that he had to stop for 

something li~~e that. But now we take that as a matter of form. 

Obviously, ;•;e have to stop for red lights. Nobody says, "Is 

it a good thing or a bad thing? Is it a good light or a bad 

light? Does it go too far? Is it on a fishing expedition 
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because it stopped my car at five in the n-1.orning when there 

are no cars on the road. Why is it picking on me? 11 

I mean that is simply a fact of la1-.T enforcement., and 

a suitable, necessary aspect of law enforcement, and I think 

that human rights are just that necessary and just that given 

and there ought to be a human l"ights agency that has absolute 

teeth to enforce human rights. 

I: Ne1.-1, the Commission can. no longer give awards for com.... 

pensation in a case where it feels that the complaint v;as jvsti-

fied. Is that right? 

P:: You 1 :ce citing the Gutt;;·:ein case, and that 1,•;a.s just an 

utter tragic case. It certainly set back, not the cause of 

human rights because the cause of human rights is a long-term 

cause. It set bac~:: the cause of human dignity. We can lose 

dignity in a moment. We can't lose rights. We may have to 

fight for them again. 

I: So., nov1 tQe Comm:i.ssion just basicall;y hears the cases 

and decides not ... 

Ji: Oh, well., it has r:1ore teeth than that. First of all; 

it's been able to do remarkable things with conciliation and 

r.ttll cct. n1onct.o.ry n1·1nrdc. Soc0ndl~~) of courco., it c:tn cct. up 

a case for a court proceeding and the courts can certainly award 

monetary damages. Thirdly, it can act in a way to weed out 

cases so that ;you kncn•J which are important and which are not. 

There's a great deal that it can do, but it 1 s unconscionable 

not to have full au thori t:.:. 

I: One of the issues su1--rounding the Commissj~on 1-Jas the 

ability to go out and seelc out and investigate cases before 
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the:y 1.·;ere brought to the Commission. Do you do that \·Jith 

the Commission now or is that still something that's not done? 

.A: 1'lell, it's done. Of course., the problem is that we 

have more cases than we're handling, so to seek out is both a 

mora2. and 2n immoral thing if ;you' re n'.Jt handling the cases 

you've got, to find the others so that you don't handle them. 

Our backlog is a very painful thing. 

I: I 1,10£ there the other day and it I s certainly an impressive 

office ,,1i th a lot of people working really hard. 

A: Yes. I think it is. I thin!\: they're committed people. 

think they're better trained than they have been in the past 

and it is an impressive office. The job v,e 1 re doing is not 

imv:ressi ve. 

I: Is that necessary? 

...½: No. I mean that we're net doing 1·1hat 1.-;e're actually able 

to doJ and I don't think that :•Je're fulfilling not only our 

mandate to Maryland citizens, I don 1 t think v1e 1 re fulfilling our 

capabilities. 

I: Is there a large difference in the sort of cases that arc 

being heard at the Commission now than were, say, in the early 

sixtiPS nr lRtP fiftiPR? 

.!\: Oh, yes. Well, first of all, in 1 63 it was just public 

accommodations and you didn't have employment. You didn't have 

housing at that time, and aside from--oh, well, of course, now 

there are sex cases, handicapped (discrimination against the 

handicapped), age--but aside from t11at, the level of sophisti

cation is enormous. The body of law that one needs to know, 

the subtleties, the nuances of law that one needs to l{now, the 

amount of precedents that has set a direction--it's a completely 
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different v;8rld of civil rights toda;:.,r. 

I: What would you consider to be the most pressing of those 

problems, or can't they be rated like that? 

i\: Now, you mean pressing of civil rights problems, the 

pressing of 1'\gency problems, or pressing of ·which problems? 

I: No. The civil rights problems. 

i\: Pressing of the civil rights problems. Well, can I give 

you two? Or must tr,ere be one? 

I: Sure. Ho. Two is fine. If you can narrow it down that 

well, fine. 

A: One thing that I think is most pressing of the civil 

rights problems is that tie really aren't ;yet a nation that is 

decided. I still don't think, as I mentioned before, that when 

you even can conceive of a civil rights law enforcement agency 

as having less sanction, less ability, less teeth, than are 

required to do the job. When you can still conceive of that, 

it must mean that 1.ve 're still a nation that hasn't decided for 

civil rights. That's number one. So, the battle isn't in its 

final stretch. In my mind there is n very beginning quality to 

it. We are not yet committed, really, to civil rights, or you 

could not possibly want a police force, but we don't 

really want them to be able to do the job,'' and say that you're 

committed to police protection. O.K. So that's problem one. 

Now, problem two, I suppose, is that until ;you get a 

starting gate opening with horses o:' equal power running the 

same track and finishing ,'ii th a line drawn the same for both, 

you d.on rt have even equal opportunity. ~~nd I go back no1,•J to 

v.1hat I consider as necessar:y preferential treatment. I think 

that v1hen you have kept a people from opportunity for so long, 
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it rs insufficiei1t to give them the opportunity. You have to 

make them open to it, ready for it, as utilizing of it as 

others. 

I: Now, suppose a case came to the Commission--I'm thinking 

specifically in terms of something like accommodations, like 

the Gwin Oak incident, and that could come to the Commission 

and be decided, and yet the people ,;ho own the accommodation, 

Ra;i, in thi R r.aRP. thP. RmusP.mP.nt pflrt, would still ref<Jse to in

tegrate. Is that a problem still? Do you find that happening? 

A· No. They could no longer do that. I mean they would 

have to follow the order of the Commission. What the Commission 

could not do is make them pay (1) the financial detriments that 

they have to pay back., the financial detriments that they have 

imposed upon people. People v1ho couldn rt get jobs there, who 

had alive businesses that couldn't have concessions there, have, 

. ,
in fact, lost money bv v not being ao_,_e to make it there. People 

that couldn't go there and might have to go further away for 

entertainment. There are actual financial losses as well as 

hwmrn losses, in atltli tion to which, when you talk to Western 

Man and his pocketbook you talk loudest. It's sad but it's 

true. We cert.ai.nly fnunr! that._, mu<'h R1' onP. might hatP. the riots 

or the cookout's, they did more to accomplish civil rights than 

a great many good words from many pulpits have done. .~nd you 

just apparently have to hit people where they feel their phallus 

is, in the groin_, 1:-1hich is the pocketbook. .And I think, there-

fore, that we could do something greatly by saying--I think you 

can hit people haTd by forcing them to mal<e a change by 

Commission order. You can't make them pay monetarily for 
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brea}cing the la1·1 and you can I t make them pay monetaril;y to the 

people who have suffered monetarj_ly., in the State of Maryland., 

that is, by law. I tlli.nll: this is an enormous loss, so that, 

that's to me a tragedy, but you don't have as much trouble with 

public accommodations as one does in other areas. I thin!<: 

1-1ousing is still very difficult, subtle aspects of employment, 

promotional aspects of employment particularly . .!ind, of course, 

you have the first fired because the last hired. You're e;crinc; 

to have that unless you can work out sometl1ing incredj_bly fine 

to prevent that, because .~merican capitalism is like the ac

cordian. We pull people out ·,,hen we need the employment pj_ctures 

broadened and push them bacl-c, squeeze them into starvation ·when 

we don't need full employment. 

I've alv1a;fs been com.mi tted to the vie1.,.J that if the con-

servative ,,-,1ho v;ants v:elfare that if ti1.e :person 1.-Jh:'.J 1\1ants the 

capitalistic system to be able to put people in the deep freeze 

until the accorcl.ian can start opening e.gain, and pull them out 

again. The fact that everybody might have a job might mean 

v,hen an expanded economy requj_res more cheap labor. Where j_o 

j_t? So, you see, I'm commj_tted to the vie,·1 that what we don't 

like ~1e get rid nf, 

I: You said to me earlier that you 1-.1ere consultant to the 

United States Cj_ vj_l Rights Commj_ssj_on. Can you compare the two 

fo:r me? Hov.1 does that Commission \'Jork? 

A: PooTly. Even more poorly. 

I: Even more poorly? 

First of all, of course, it has no teeth really. It's 
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back where NCIPR t•.J&s in its study days. The consultant arrange-

ment with the ?ederal Commission is that every state ~as its 

State .Advisory~ Committee, , State J~dvisory 

Committee; 2nd these consultants are advisors, S'....lpposedl~- get 

the feel of their states and tell the Federal Commission what 

to do. But the fact is, v1hat c:2n the Federal Commission do? It 

can make studies, some of ;1hich are extremely well made, and it 

ca:--i ·:.,ubJish reams of paper~ some of t!bir.h arP hPnuti f'ul 1y nr

ticulated. ~nd then what? 

I: And it hes no po1·1er tci act c,r it just simply dc,esn't act? 

A: Not really. Oh, it does act. In fact, it acts even 

~-:i thout p01'ier an:J 2ometimes even achieves somethj_ng.: because, 

for~una tel:y) tie c2n 1•Jor~: ';::i th ign'Jrance. ~·!hen people don 1 t 

lr,..now ~:1e don t t have the po"'.·1e1" to act ._._,e can do a great ::1.E.ln:y tl1ing.s. 

I: That's alviay-s a good 1,1ay to handle it. Did eithe:r Mc-

Keldin 8r Lillie May- Jac~:son ever cor:1e to the Commission 1.·!ith a 

case? O:r even the Nfi1-\CP--dld they bring it to the Comff1ission on 

their 01:;n initiative? 

ii: I'm sure that they did. I would ha tc to have you aslc me 

to cite one. I I rn. not sure that I keep a. mental log of •:1ho brings 

v;hnt.) hut. thPrP's no c1ouht tn m~,r mind that, as persistent as 

they've been thTough the J7 ears:, the~i certainly would have. 

I: Let me ask ;you something about the politics of the 

situation ...!:..re you a Democrat or a Republican? 

A: Hell) I'm registered Democrat and I vote my conscience. 

\··That I'm sa:yi~g is, I don't toe any ma:rk. Hell., and perhaps 

that's not even true. I just don't toe an~r sort of deli1=1eated 

line. I ma":e a decision on each issue as it comes. 
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I: Ho1,J did McKeldi~ work with the Democrats? 

P-.: Well, of' course, l'1IcKeldin really is and v,1as a Denocrat. 

You Jr.now that. Like Carrie Ramsay and Mac Mathias and a number 

of others. 

I: !>ind so t1e v1as just a shelf Republican, just the title? 

n 
{\ . 

• Well, I don't know what one could call that. I think 

that what I consider a Democrat, if you exclude the Dixiecrats, 

i.s thctt. thP.rP. is n. sr.ns8 of changing the world :lnstegc1 of in

heriting it. I think that's 1·1hat, for n1e, distinguishes the 

two parties--that the Republican Party l1as a mind set of in

heriting the 1.·1orld. and the Democratic Party 01' changing it. 

I: Ho1.·J did McKeldin react to someone like J\gne,,,; ;Jh:J in 

1968 inflamed the black population by calling the leaders to-

gether and charging them VJi th responsibility for thi~1gs lite 

riots. Ho,,; did he handle that? 

.M: I iraagine in his heart of hearts with disdain. I never 

sav; any of it, hovJever. 

I: He never came out publicly and made a statement to the 

cffee L Uwt- ... 

.4: I I d have to plead ignorance to that. I don't Yu1ov;. He 

may well have. I don't know. 

I: I think I've gotten througl1. this whole list, and then 

some. So, from here on out we can ad lib. What 1•1ould you like 

to add that you think that I've left out? 

A: Well, I wish that I had the roster of people. I I m so 

very sorry that one can't call forth the people who have been 

so valuable to this humanist movement, because you're probably 
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missing some very critical people. They may be people VJ hose 

names are commonplace, 1qho are household 1,vords, as j_t were. 

But I just hope very much that the kind of heroism that I saw 

in the late forties, early fifties, and mid fifties--I just 

hope that some of those people are being brought to ~,our 

attention. Because I feel very strongly about the people who 

1,,1ere in the hustings ·when it wasn't popular, when it v1asn't 

respectable. It's not that I don 1 t 1•Jelcome everyone at an:y 

point. I mean I think \·1hen you do Tight, it doesn't matter 

when you sta:rted. On the other hand, I think. that somehow to 

have helped those to do Tj_gJ-lt more Tecently j_s a gj_ft that the 

early 1-.1or!-:ers perhaps have r;i·1en to set the ste.ge. ~11nd I'm 

wondering ,1hether you are able to get the people whose nar;1es1 

aren't necessarily foremost. 

I: 1·ie have a long list of names. Let me ask you this. Is 

it a mistake to consider McKeldin one of the foremost civil 

rights leaders in Baltimore? 

No, I wouldn't think it's a mistake. I wouldn't think 

it's a mj_stal~e, but I thj_nk that there are goj_ng to be so many 

people who played a less obvious role and perhaps stj_l1, if 

history cou]d sort itself out and equally cUsseC't. a rol.e in 

terms of permanent impact., and I just wish--one thing you might 

do, in fact, is go bacl, to Ellis Thomas. I just would not know 

where to put my hands quickly on them, but j_n hj_s letters ... 

I: I've seen them. The few that are left. She has a few 

and I've seen them. 

A: They're there somewhere, and I have copies of all of 

them, too, and I 1mo;·J that the;ytre here in my home. But that 
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State of State message that was sent to Governor Tawes will 

some day, I think, be very interesting, because each ... 

. ~I: rrm not familiar with this. l1.., sent by the Com-

mission? 

I'i: This v..-as a ne;:;slette1" sent by the Commission to Governor 

Tawes and then a public portion of it was printed. But there 

1.·1a s a confidential portion of it to give the State of State 

nn insight into the ~ciots, nn insight into anything ti1at 1<,1as 

deeply concerning. 11nd in that ;y-ou 1-·1ill probabl;y find a great 

man~-' narn.es that might not have come to the fore. 

I: I do have one question tnat I ... 

1'\: Have you spoie;:en to Bob 1/Jatts? 

I: There is an in:~erview 1·Ji ti1 i1im. Yes. He ;_,;as one of the 

first people t11a-c we talked tc,. 1'his is a question I have been 

directed to ask and I'm not sure I understand it. I'll try. 

r..chere v:as a Baltimo:t·e Commission Self Surve:;l done in 196C--I 

don't have the exact date. 

A: Yes. I have a cop;,,- of it. 

You d.o have a copy? l~ilJ.. I be c::tble to look at that? 

1;: SureJ.;y7 .. and I was involved in that, too. I guess every-

body vfr10 \'Jas sort of up front in tho n1')VC•:1ont 1·1ns i nvnl v~r.- in 

that. 

I: Can you tell me, hotJ 1·1as that conducted? 

J~: I1y memory is not that strong on. it. ~·!e ~·1ent house to 

house. He just canvassed 11.;itb a list Qf questions. It ,,.zas a 

self-analysis, really. A people looking at a people. There 

were many, many of us, and I do i~ave a copy. Perhaps I ha. ve an 

extra copy 1•-ihich I \'iOUldn't :·Jant to e;ive ;you, because I think 

it's a wonderful historical docume~t, but ~hich I would lend you. 
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I: O.K. ~·Te could probably get it., in fact:. I'm sure 1,-Je 

could get it copied. 

A: H~11ever, it's probably going to seem rather placid. 

don't rem.emOer any turgid quest1ons in It still during 

Brotherhood Heet. days of civil rights. It 1.:1as :·.Jhen all one 

had to do was just have a kind tone of voice and a few homilies. 

It v;asn't during the tough days, as I recall. But, still, it 

gave ~ittitudes It W2F a ~inrt nf R Kins~y RRpnrt, RS it ~erR~ 

I: Can you remember back to the Omnibus Civil Rights Bill 

in 1963, and perhaps you might have ... 

I: It bega.n in 1 63. I think it was passed in 1 63. I0:I2ybe 

it was passed in 1 6li and written in I thought it 1:.1as 1 63. 

Do you have any :recollections of how that came a bout? You' ~,.re 

i:-1entioned kno1-1ing David Glenn and Bob 1:!atts and these aTe 

people who -;:1ere involved during ... 

A: Well, the strange thing is, I should remember well, 

certainl:y a large portion of my interest and discussion had to 

Uo \··.1ltb :Lt in those da;ys, but so much has happened since that 

I can 1 t tell you that I had anything very, very important to 

ray ahout i.t. 

I: Now let me ask you, -~-.ihy do ;you think Homen we:re so im-

portant in civil rights and in the raovement'? 

A: Well, I think that for two reasons, primarily: Number 

one, I think that men in our societ:y have more frustration and 

more tl}tIB.rt because macho has been so inc re di bly important. 

Competition--standing taller by stepping on somebody else's 

face, perhaps. Getting the limited slices of pie fast enough. 

The whole concept of, perhaps, what I s ':Jrong with our society 
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has had to do v;ith this need for power., even unutilized~~ need 

for money, even unutilized, and they I re sometimes synonymous. 

And therefore, the civil rights movement would be a bigger 

threat to the man. The competition in the market place, 

particularly before fem lib, i,,here women ,,1ere not in the market 

place would have been a peculiar male threat. The competition 

for macho in general, being a he-man, would have been greater 

and~ therefore, v:ould have reared its ugly 1i ttJ e sex head 

with the black man possibly coming forth as a human being 

worthy of dignity, admiration, adoration., appreciation. My god_, 

the idea of a ·1:Jhi te female looting upon such., so I think that 

for that reason it i:;ot the .American male 1:1here he lives much 

more deeply than it got the American female. 

Nov,.r., the second thing, I think.., is perhaps endemic to 

the two species. Since I'm not a fem libber, by the way, I feel 

that the;y're very different and appreciate that men and v;omen 

are extremely different. I think they are. I think the,y are 

biologically and therefore spiritually, intellectually. I 

think women have a bit more of the concept of Christian love 

which is a tender love, and I thinl<:: men have a bit 

more of the earlier Judaic and classical Greek love, Eros, 

1:1hich is a tougher type of love. I think women do have., and 

men who are in touch with their female (with the female 1,1i thin 

them) have a sense of compassion, a sense of empathy, a sense 

of bleeding when others bleed. "Behold, a man ,ias dying in 

Capri. He turned his eyes and lool<::ed on me." A sense of 

identification. l'ie do have to., as ~.'!omen, vie give flesh and it 

becomes another human being, and we lmo·,1 it I s our flesh, and 
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1-.'!e identify in that 1·1ay. 1':e raise a family and are responsible 

for that family in a very peculiar v-,ay that a 1·1oman has given 

to her by the natural sciences. And I think from that point 

of view, there is a consideration or a concern for other 

creatures that is perhaps a little more natural to us. So, :,,ou 

put those tv10 together, being less threatened and having com

passion is a bit more natural to our :9rima2.--y sexual instincts., 

and I thiL1k you hove tho anc1vcr to your question. 

I: Now, Lillie Jackson and people lil<e her did not have a 

sense of being female ~,Jhen they 11orl~ed on civil rights ... 

..4: Oh, don t t kid yourself. Don't kid :yourself. 

I: They did? O.K. Good. 

-t'l: You see, that sense of being female--nov; j_n this case I 

am a feminist. The roles is what you're talking about., the 

superficialities are •::hat you're talking about. Sure, she 

could be tough. Sure, she could get up there lj_ke a soldier. 

But thatts not male. That's only a :role. NotJ., I wasn't talking 

about that. I am certainly out of patience with the attitude 

of male-female roles and that is a fernlnlst, statement. Hhen a 

woman is assertive, she's considered aggressive. People don't 

u,,derstand the difference botwoon t.hA t.1v0, t.herRf0re, rshf' i rs 

not considered feminine. Hhen a woman is tough., hard nosed., 

incisive, has an instinct for the jugular, singleminded_, pro

fessional minded., perhaps she's considered less feminine., but 

not by my standards. Because I think that has nothing to do 

1:Ji th the kind of in-depth feelings that I ·was talking about. 

I ti1ink ~-Jomen can go into any male field but bring to that 

male field s:imething that is peculiarly feminine. It may not 
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shov,; on the surface. That 1,Joman may seem incredibly tough, 

but let her pick up a baby. Let her nurse a baby. Let her 

involve herself i:-Jith an olC., infirm person, and there is e~,,ren 

a difference in touch. I would suspect that most blind 

geriatric patients could probably tell the difference if they 

1·1ere being handled by male or female. There is simply some

thing different that makes a woman a 1.·1oman and a man a man. 

I; What Kind of connection is tl1ere between the ,mmr.n I s 

movement and the civil rights for blacl: people movement? I 

VlOUld say they I re all cj_vil rights. 

1~: Now, you've aslted an incendiary question and sou're 

going to hate my ans1,.,'er. I thin}: there is a very destructive~ 

a very destructive hook-up. I v:as horrified when Dellim 

ca1-:1e out of tr1e Convention and other blacks have talked for 

eq_uali t;;r in t:1.e market place for 1,.,1ornen. 

First of all., I rm against equal pa;y for uomen, 1-1hici1 

sounds hoTriOJ.e ~ I 'rn foT equal pay for heads of household, and 

generally that's n,aJ.e. When a woman, particularly ,·.1hen I see 

o.round me mo.ny 1,1culth;y 1:1omcn., gifted 1-1omcn, but •,-iomcn 1,:1ho have 

been able to b:ring their gift to the fore because they 1-Jere 

born ;;1th relatively siJ.ver spoons, if not silver, danmed good 

pewter. And they can get the college education yea:ts ago. 

They can get the association through the relationships to 

business and top management. They can ·walk into the market 

place and take a job fi-•om a black male because of the civil 

rights move~:ent or from any male 11ho rr:a:y have five cb.ild.1... en to 

support and a 1-1ife ·~-Jho can be supportive to him and. earn that 
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e.:;-:::tr2 money. For trie second person in command 1·;ho adds often 

to her ~1usban:1 1 s i.:1.come., 1·:iTJ adds that measure ◊f 2.u:;-~ury, to 

be able to get v;hat the primary bread earner can get is to rn.e 

utterly disrespectable. 

I: 1:·7ell; t:1ere' s no reason 1·Jhy she shouldn rt Ce the pri:n2ry 

.P.: If sI:J.e is; then I S2j' she should also get eq_ual pay. 

earner. Now, that's roles again. 

I: 0 .K. 

n.. I think tt2t there s'.1.o'Jld be equality of ya;y for ever:.• 

head of household; be it male fem2le, and :-n p:cobJ.er:r 

t10:-i1en puttin.,; the :c blac 1: male and other i;J_inori ty males: 

and holding bac% their movement because they're being p~t out 

o::' the market place., I thin!( it's an utter tragec\/. 

1~-hen I see a l':oman 1·;i th fou1... college degrees and BClard 

at ti'ie Country Club take a job that any male head of household, 

particularl:y mi~ority males, have just been ab1e to T:Jrench for 

T 1 (n jnst. fourth 

car ins tend of bread for the kids~ And. I think it is the most 

destructive thing.. Hot·i, if vJe had 100% employment, if 1:Je had 

male liberation; all males--all minorities' r:1ales, Chic2no 

males, black males~ all ~ales, gay males, all Llales--if we had 

male liberation and head of household liberation, be it ~ale or 

female, then certainly, help the other women, the rest of the 

1·1omen. So, I thint. that if youtre tall.:,::inE; about pure mechanics, 
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just numbeT'S, every job that a privileged 1·101~an--and after 

all they're the 1-1omen 1,-;ho can get the jobs best., and the best 

jobs easiest, and the easiest jobs first. And you have 

these gifted ViOmen •.• 
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I: You ~:,rere talking about the i;,;hi te v1omen_, tl1e privileged 

1·1omen_, tak.ing aNay jobs from blac!·: males because of the 

J.iberties that the civil rights novement has created. 

J1: Yes, and I think that 1.-;hen a 1.•:oman \';ho is just adding 

t8 the household income and ,;ho al'e on Teprieve from ennui 

and boredom gets a good job to the extent and to the numbers 

that she takes that job from a male or a head of household 

femc:i.le., I think t.o that. rxt.~nt RhP. is -robbing the movern.ent. 

_4nd :,;et_, certainly_, she has a right to do that in the structure 

that 11e 1re setting up for her# I think that structure is being 

set up a little bit prematuTely. 

I: flow.~ 1,.,1e're talking about ti1.e 1.}or:1en 1s movement_, and I 

have been told r;iany times :_n othe:c intervj_e·v1s th.at th1s is tjust 

something that neve:c came before. This is and in the 

si;cties very fe•:J 1--:omen, except those few, of course, that are 

al1·:ays there, vJeJ."e concerned aOout it. McKeldj_n didn't appoint 

tiomen_, and Lillj_e May Jackson didn't .fight fo:r tl1e rights that 

she--1:1ell especially as her daughters had to come in then. This 

is something tho.t never cu.we 1.ro? 

.4: l'lell, she educated her daughters. I don I t think you can 

look nt ,Tunni tR ,TRc:l<:son Mj_ tcheJJ and say that Lillie May Jackson 

1,,;as not inhe:rently also a feminist. You see, what I 1 m saying 

is, almost deep ivithj_n her soul was the future. She was a 

future tl·ipper. She was a creative artist who could do some-

thing that had yet to have its da:l. She k..r1ev1 ho1·J to gT01·1 buds 

instead of flowers losing their petals, and they h2d yet to 

flol,1er. Uith the kind of education tt1at Juanita has, obviously, 

https://femc:i.le
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this 1•;as an approach to feminism. We didn't call it that in 

those days~ and I certainly am a feminist to the extent that 

think women should be educated and educate themselves, 

should be contrj_butors, and the full passion of life and 

doing what they can as a full human being, and not relegated 

to any role. But I just feel that when you're talking about 

a movement, you don't feed the fat before you feed the starv

inf;~ and I think that in the mart.et pJ ace--nnn thi B is the 

area of fem lib that I'm really disagreej_ng with--it's equal 

pay for equal ,·iork. I think it should be much closer to the 

need of the money going to heads of household., and there's 

plenty other area., of course, for 1,1omen to come into their 

I have asked to be removed from any case in civiJ. l"ights 

in the Human Relations Commission that has to do Nith sex dis-

crimination if it's an economic sex discrimination., and I've 

been f3ulted. for it. But I stand very committed to this 

position and don't feel that I need to flinch a bit. I don't 

want to sit on those cases because I would not be an impartial 

judge. 

I: Is there anything else at all? 

A: Black women, I think, ,·wuld be different. ,Mj_nori ty 1vomen, 

I tl'link, would be different, by the 1·1ay. 

I: You would. sit on it if there were those cases? 

A: I haven I t had one presented to me, but head of household 

women. To me., full cj_ vil rights for privileged. women is 1ik.e 

tax loopholes for the rich) and for the black male to fight for 

this because he either thinks he v.:ill have a larger constj_tuency 
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\·Jhich might be shrewd. If he needs them as· a· political con

s ti tuency for his own movement, that 1 s one thing. But to 

fight for this which helps_, in my opinion_, helps the white 

privileged female before it helps the minority male and 

female 3 is what I'm really opposed to. 

I: Is there anything else you'd like to add? 

1'-1: No. But I didn't think about adding that, :you see. 

You're the one .•.... rs there any more you'd li.ke to add? 

I: I think I have everything here that I need. 

A: If you' re going to be intervie•:Jing anybody- else in the 

Commission, ;you might get even some meaningful details, but in 

the broad spectrum I think it 1 s interesting to note that 

Guttwein is a young man that ·went to 1.•Jork for_, I think it was 

the Easton Star, Ea.stor1 newspaper. Check out later 1-Jhether it 

vias the Easton Star. It may have been the Star-Democrat. I 

can I t quite remember. But ... and apparently th.ought of very, 

very highl:y, and in line for promotion., and decided that things 

,,1ere moving along so 1·1ell and his journalism seemed so respected. 

The trouble started when he brought in a fiancee to find a l1ome, 

a black gal. He was dismissed and not promoted, but put out. 

hell. They couldn't be considered discriminating against the 

white male who is not a member of the protected class. They 

might have tried to bring in that he was Je1tJish., but they didn't 

in my recollection. However, the idea of' discrimination ...... . 

The case was ultimately found on it's merits to be as the 

Commission ruled, namel~l, that the newspaper was guilty of' the 

but we lost. The patient died and the operation ivas a 
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success. The Commj_ssion decision \'?as correct except it was 

ruled by Ha1";'/land Court of P.1ppea1s that we could not g:Lve 

monetary aHards. No where 1-1ould our law permit us to give 

monetary awards. With that loss, of course, the teeth went 

out of civil rights in Maryland. 

I: Now, you've just mentioned something that gives me an 

idea .. . Hov1 about the relationship of the Jews and the Olacl~s 

in discrimingtion? How does it work? 

p,.: Tragic. Tragic. You see, instead of asking me 1:Jhy 

1·Jomen feature so .forcibly in the civil rlghts movement, I think, 

perhaps, more pertinent a question would have been, 1.r1hy Jews 

featured so importantly. Because if one looks at the early 

civil rights movement .... if ~ne looks at the t::ind of wil1ingness 

to give blood, physical and spiritual., that the Je1:.1s have shown, 

one has to ask v1hy has there been a disproportinate number of 

Jewish people fighting for black c:t vil rights. After one 

answers that, which there's an easy answer to because itts been 

vex-y easy to_, through history, to i::now Nhat it is to be the 

vict1mG of discrimination. One then hun to ack why then is 

theTe so much anti-semitisrn nmong the blacks? Bayard Rustin is 

a notable exception among the blacks~, an incredibly notal'.!lbe
', 

exception, one ;,,;ho considers himself Jewish because he k.no1::s 

what that, too, can , but I'm intrigued by the known 

anti-Semitism aw.ong the blacks. Intrigued by it because it 

because it is a very subtle sociological condition, a desire 

not to be pulled back, not to side with those who are only one 

rung above us or one step above us on the escalator. You see, 

there is an escalator clause. This isn't my philosophy~ It I s 
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a man b:y the n2me of Saci1s in Baltimore. Leon Sachs has the 

philosoph~: of the escalator clause. Every time a ::-.:rroun of 
0 -

peop1.e move up., they push up those ahead of them. But there 1 s 

always a fear~ there's often a fear that one might sliu bac!c 

if 8De 1s only on the next line: or that if one 1 s on the line 

belo\•,J., m;:v~ god., if one can reach high enough to grasp the 11and 

that 1 s just above. 

80 thP.re 1 s a1v.1a~;s been struggle., incredible strugf;le, 

between pe:)ple 1:1ho are moving up to\vax·d the same end but at 

slightly different moCTents in history., not only their personal 

history but c;f history in t1i1j_ ch the~:- live . since the 

Jews just made it., if one can consider they've made it at all: 

since t!-:e Je1•-is h.ave ,just e.sto.bl5.shec1 their place in trarrJ.and. 

After all, shortJ.y before I ~2s born, Jews couldn't 

i.n 1~12:c;ylarid, so it's not 2 very l8ng ..... in terms of history. 

Bu~, since the J e:·1s seeD1 to be mal-:in; :.. t., r:12!-:j_nz it pretur-

natur3J_l:y ~ one \-.J8nders and one questions this. I.s the blacl: 

on the line 1 hishe:c up on th.e esc:.1lc. tor ... 21110. Lhu L' B nwnber une. 

Nu;nber tuo., since the Jei-,;s just r,1ade it., the:y 1ve n1:::ide it 

does ti1e black man tnow? 1isl\: his landlord and his grocerym2.n. 

f'.. sk. his tailor. He kn.o:•Js the Jev1s., so that -;.,;hen he needs to 

' .let out DlS hostili t;y tcv,1ards the whites, better to hold the 

hand of the 1·!asp i·;ho can pull f'.d.m up several 2.--ungs and. better to 

shoot off the f'.an:l of the Je":\' 1:1ho' s only jus·c th,s.t one i-·u::1g 

above, and 1·:ho also is th.ere in imase and to be 
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at the 1-:ire. So I "Gilini~ tllat there are man=.,., r:aany subtl.eties, 

anC. also tt.en the z;uilt by association that i\lcCarth::,---Joe 

I<icCa:.... thy' s da::-~ is not over ......There is stilJ. guilt bJ r1ssoc-

iation. .11nd since tf"le Je1-i has n'.Jt l:een fully int-egrated intQ 

the psyche of mo8.ern societ:,. There, again, as I mentioned 

before, brotherhood, :yes. The Je~-; has his spot in the sun, but 

brothe:rhood is not a right to he extended ..... and thnt right 

is ce:rtai.n1;:/ not stiJl renJized ~ The Je-:.·;ish tih:tte is QlJviously 

not realized .......We can see that the anti-Semitism is still 

1people lilce to protect :.il1i tes. 

But 1-Jhst I'm sa~.:ing is that this guilt by association 

1·ii th another g1... oup.. . . . and since there a:re :nany, man;-/ subtle 

aspects battlins., despite the fzct th.at, I think the Je1·,; 

potentially can be the und~-'ing all~,. t8 tl--::e black, and I don 1 t 

even lite to sa:' to black, I msun t0 Ci1ristisn blacts ..... . 

But the \';hite Jew to the Chris~ic::.n blac~,::s GT to black C~1risti2ns 

can be the most stal11art of allies. One finds a great deal of 

.... very, very disastrous. I'CT sure that part of 

Paul as a Je,-1 ••... •I don't r:no-;,,•i ~-;hat relision 

is or WhRthpr h~ hRS Rn~; tips Rt Rll. T rtn knn~1 thAt thA ~on

cel"n of betng put out of an inch b;y· someone else vJho i-1ants that 

piece of pie ........ to a Jew who has just found his way into 

the slot of higher institutions. He's frightened of being put 

out of the slot. 

I: In Baltimore do the Je1-;s take the position of being on 

the i1dministration I s side, the official government's side? 

https://ce:rtai.n1
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l~: Oh., no. Hot only. \'!hat I found out., I don t t n1ean ... 

That's for sure. If one loJks bact. in tl".!.e early- civj_l rights 

days here., I thinl-::. if one measured by the nur::1ber of Je~.,.is in 

society and the number of Jews on the streets ... 

I: I~s an organization or as indj_vi duals? J~side fi-•om things 

like B'nai B'rith. 

11: Ho. I 1 m talking about firing line body--bodies to be 

counted. I don t t l.i::nrn·1 1•ihPthP.r you've taJ.ted to Frank F\i:rsten-

burg; then Herb Fetter ..........Oh, there a~e legions. hnd 

Leon Sachs. ~11nd Sandy Frank.s, and I 'r:1 missing, Ir m sure, scads 

Cl:' others. fis a rnatter of fact, I remember once havj_nz an 

exq_uisite argument v1ith Father Joe Connell:/. Do :Jou kncn·J him? 

11ell., certainly Father Joe ~:!aS one of the earl~.1 Romans 2-n the 

movement, and I remember a~:t:.i;uing 1,:i ti-1 him \·;hen he 1-1as sounding 

very pious and holieT than thou about the place of th_e church 

in the movement. And considering ho1-.· late the wf"li te church 

cam.e into it and ho1·.1 much earlier the 1·.1hi te Synagogues came 

into it, I asked him a pointed question as to 1vh~/, and he re

l'er.!'.·cJ ine to a .1}a:-cticular book of St. Ca thcrinc' D, and I f;uccs 

foolishly, I still have the book and the chapter he told me to 

gn tn [Pt ,H1 RnRwPr. T e:ou1d hard1y 1-rnit. I SU))l)OSe the 

question 1,1as so embarrassing that tha.t 1·12s his ~..1ay of passing 

it off in public. I've never fo::-gotten that. 

https://Je~.,.is
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	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	The first question I have is just about yourself--how long you've been in Baltimore and what got you started in Baltimore civil rights? 1\: Well, I've been in Baltimore my whole life off and on. I did leave at the age of sixteen for educational reasons and then worked abroad for a number of years after doing a graduate degree there. So, that, actually, my formative years, perhaps, were not in Baltimore. From sixteen to twenty-five I wasn't here. But before and after I've been a Baltimorean. 

	I: 
	I: 
	Was there something that you took part in in school that began your interest in civil rights? 1\: No. I think it went back to almost two and three years old. If I can really try to trace it back, I had a dear, dear friend who happened to be preternaturally small, as I was, and had the same interests; and we used to say that we were twins and people would laugh, and we didn't understand their laughter. I waun'~ just Caucasian. I don't use the term black and whttc, really. I think they're states of mind, by t


	"Yes,n and lots of le.ughter., and by the time I began to 
	Berk Cassette I Side 1:2 understand what they were laughing at, I think I grew very angry. So probably it started there. 
	I: Nm•;, there are some specific incidents that I would like to ask you about that took place in this area in Maryland. Maybe you can just give me your recollections on them. The first of them is the Freedom Rides on Route 40 to open up the restaurants? Jl.: Well, lf I may, I would 1tke to fill in just one moment of my life between what you're discussing and what I just told you about. When I 1·1as working abroad, I was working in the DeNazification Program in Germany just after the war, and I think that t
	people. I had no idea that it was Congress On Racial Equality. 
	But they were collecting in Baltimore and we were sitting in at places such--I d joined this group when I found out what they were doing--1;e were sitting in at places such as Read s 
	But they were collecting in Baltimore and we were sitting in at places such--I d joined this group when I found out what they were doing--1;e were sitting in at places such as Read s 
	1 
	I 

	and Kresge's and opening up the five and ten's. That did come before the Route 40. It ultimately led into such things as the Freedom Rides in the South and Route 1ro, some of which I was on. But by the time the Route 40 situation came about, I was professionally involved in the civil rights movement, the other having been just a volunteer, almost spontaneous, unknowing kind of experience of sitting in with friends at K1·esge s and nead s. But by the time that Iloute 40 was bursting, I was the arbitrator fo
	I 
	I 


	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Then it was the Commission on Interracial Problems ... -~: And Relations -CIPRI. I didn t even know that you could garble it up. 
	I 


	I: 
	I: 
	I always get it backwards. 


	A: I think its interesting to !r.now that when Maryland es-tabli.shed such a Commission, it was many, many years ago. They probably established it for the purpose of seeing that as little as possible was done. This was certainly the reason, in my opinion, for thP. U.S. C:i.v:i.l Rights Commission. Both Commissions .vere established as study groups, so that if the natives got restless, the government could say, "But, you see, we've got a group taking care of that." When in fact neither group had any teeth in
	I 

	were just that--set up probably to do nothing. But, in 63, 
	1 

	Maryland for some extraordinary :reason was among the first 
	states that passed a Public Accommodations Law. 
	I: Do you think it might have anything to do with the Cambridge incident? 
	A: No, because they really came just after that. Well, the uprisings were starting. I mean, the feelings were being made known, and perhaps from that point of view, hut I don't think it was a response to pressures yet, in my opinion. I think, on the contrary, it was still a hypocritical thought that if we pretend to do something, if we put an up-front situation, a kind of front office token situation we can avoid real cataclysm, really doing anything. 
	I: So it's giving a little bit to prevent further backlash? A· I thinl, so, and I 11 tell you why I think that. When they passed the first Public Accommodations Law, they gave no appropriations to fund it, no position funded to enforce it, and when I found out about this I went and applied for the job 
	1 

	Tl and when I finally tried to 
	and they said, "Dut uh, uh ..hum, 

	find out why all the throat clearing, they had to tell me that there was just no appropriation to fund it. _;nd I said, "But, since I've been doing it free for years anyway, this would give me a portfolio and credentials, and the money obviously hasn't been my motivation. .4nd there was very little they could do to turn me down. There was no i·;ay they could say it had a competitive exam or that you might not be the right person. mean, even if they felt that I would be so activist as to be dangerous, there 
	11 

	And this meant driving to places like Cumberland and Crisfield, and often I would be on the road ten hours a day, then do two or three hours' work, so the days were never shorter than thirteen hours. I would say that I put in generally about twelve, thirteen, for the shortest days, to about sixteen hours. 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Tb~s is for the Commission? fl: Yee, and the only member of the Commission Staff was Parran Mitchell who had a secretary. He had come in three days or so before me, and, in fact, I left three days or so after Parran Mitchell left. So 1·1e were .... 

	I: 
	I: 
	You were just about equal? I,: Well. Some people are more equal than others! I m not sure h01, you mean that, but certainly at that point I was equal in time but not in Table of Organization. He was the Executive Director. 
	I 


	I: 
	I: 
	How did he come to be Executive Director? 


	A: Probably best to ask him, because he was chosen at that time. There had been some eminent people before him, but being a man really so committed to doing instead of speaking, one would have to ask him why he took on such a almost a non sequitur, as it were. He's so articulate I would rather leave that to him. 
	I: O.K. Then let's go back a little bit to the Route 40 Freedom as you 1·iere mentioning that you personally helped out with the Kresge Sit In's and at Read's, and in downtown activities. Did you go on those Freedom Rides on Route 40? 
	A; Yes, I did. But later, as they progressed, I went in actually then not as a volunteer partisan, but as things began 
	to loosen on Route 40 and the law was that public accommodations had to be opened, I went in actually as a law enforcement officer. And that was kind of funny because the law was new. The police generally didn't know about it. Many of the Freedom Riders didn't know about it yet. Certainly the accommodations owners not only didn't know about it, but didn't believe when they found out anyway. They would get a letter saying that a law enforcement officer was coming about a law which they hardly trusted. When I
	I: When people were arrested on these Freedom Rides, did the NAACP c:ul!le alH.l help ouL, uall l.,llem uul., arnl provlcJ.e legal assistance? 
	A: Well, the NAACP was great at thRt tim<'l. C:ORF: WRS very new and really just forming. NAACP was already august and known, and they probably were, at that time, the bulwark of the civil rights movement and really almost the only security we had. 
	I: It must have been very frustrating for you as a member of this Commission to have to constantly go out one time after 
	I: It must have been very frustrating for you as a member of this Commission to have to constantly go out one time after 
	another and after another in this same type of problem where people just refused to open up. 

	A: Well, I think the frustrations were greater than that. To begin with, after I realized I was putting in so many sixteen hour days and had children, and wanted to have some family life, I ultimately ended up with a small plane and would fly to the distant parts. There were no airports in most of them and when the firemen woultl reall2e wha L r,as eumlng, they would refuse to let us land. Or they would meet us with sticks and clubs. 
	So it was more than frustration. And then, I suppose, from the physical concern, it fit everybody in the civil rights movement from the late forties and through fifties and sixties. I think after the actual physical threat, the next thing that I found most thwarting was the ignorance, because often I would be placed in jail and spend the day in jail since they didn't believe that I was a law enforcement officer, until Parran Mitchell would kind of send the word down. And I guess after the physical'threats a
	beings. 
	I: Was it easier to deal ·with women on questions like this 
	than to deal with men? 
	P,: No. I found the women, perhaps because I am female, was young and tiny and unthreatening looking, and took great care to work with some respect for the person with whom I was working, perhaps I found it easier with men. I think the women were more suspicious of me. The only physical abuse that I suffered was being beaten with a pipe by a woman in Calvert County and having my clothes torn b~, other women. So that I thinl( that the womon, I'1•om my uxpu.r•lunee, were eonslderably more aggressive. But that
	Parran Mitchell, and I think I became known as someone far worse than being white or black, but a "Nigger Lover. rr 
	I: I have some questions about Lillie J-l[ay Jackson and Theodore McKeldin when I get to them eventually. O.IC? I d like to know, did you know Lillie May Jackson? 
	I 

	A: Well, I knew her as many know her, not intimately, but with a great deal of awe and appreciation and respect, because she came at a time when one wasn't a leader. One was a "kook" to take her position. One was excessive and exaggerated. I think now when it's very fashionable to be for minoritiPR anct women, one c<1n enjoy tltc gruLlfleuLlou of uelug a hero. BuL ln those days one couldn't. I think that I had the greatest respect for because she was pleading a dangerous cause, an unpopular cause, and in ma
	I: How did Lillie May Jackson work with white people? 
	A: Well, she worked, in my opinion--now this is only an opinion and I can't generalize with white people. Certainly my 
	contact with her was always extremely enriching. First of all, 
	since she respected herself and had a complete zealot's committment to her cause, she was very and could work with anybody, in my opinion. I think the people who don't work well with other people are more concerned with the interpersonal relationships than with the issues that ought to set the scene for the interpersonal relationships. I; Would you say she was consci.ous of the difference 
	-
	hP.twP.en 

	U1e white leaders and the blaclc leaders who were on her side? P,: Well, that s going to be difficult for me. As I told you, I think black is a state of mind, and since it has always 
	I 

	been a state of mind, I can't indicate that I could tell the difference. I didn t feel sepai-ate from her nor have I felt separate from any human being who's really fighting for the causes in which I believe. So, perhaps I'm the wrong person to answer that question. 
	I 

	I: Do you think that in her early days when she was first beginning her worl,, she accepted the concept of separate but equal so long as the equal really was equal? 
	A: I think inherent in her philosophy she was an extraordinarily s0phisticc1tert thinter, as is her who1c> family. F:c1r.h member of her family, in my opinion, is a sophisticated thinker. They are no simplistic thinkers that I l,now of, and I think inherent Has the p2·ojection that separate is not equal. She didn't articulate it, perhaps. Maybe Brown vs. Topel,a in 
	-

	54 had to do that for all of us, but I think everyone knew that separate can't be equal. 
	1

	I: What kind of personality did she have? 
	A: Forceful. Full of humor. Perhaps great leaders, 
	particularly in heavy and ugly experiences, need humor, 
	particularly in heavy and ugly experiences, need humor, 
	particularly in heavy and ugly experiences, need humor, 
	a 
	lot 

	of humor. 
	of humor. 
	Maybe 
	not everyone would say 
	that of her. 
	I 
	felt 

	that way. 
	that way. 

	I: 
	I: 
	We 
	haven't gotten that from 
	too 
	many people. 


	. ' .I found humor. Or maybe I just laughed at it and she 
	I'·
	• 

	laughed with me. I'm not sure. But humor and fire, and ab
	solutely unswerving goal direction, and therefore, very tough. 
	I: Nov,, rli rl ~•nn ar.tirnl ly sn tn Ni\AC:P meet.i nss and participate in leadership or was that primarily 
	-

	A: Hell, no. Keep in mind purely that if one pin-points 
	the years--I was in college until I left the country, and I 
	was in a rather cloistered situation at B:r~1n Iviav,1r. ..£\1 though the civil rights battles 1.iere going on in Philadelphia., I was ver~/ involved in the academic 1-1orld and felt it was my time to 
	1

	take in and to learn. Student attitudes have changed now. I didn t feel that it v-,as my time to be a part of working society. I felt that it was my time to be l1oning up the too1s to achieve 
	I 

	something in society. And then immediately after that I left for oversea.s, and didn't come back for a number of years. So these years would have been probably the time, just post college yPars in thosp ,lays thRt T wonl c'! havP hPPn VPry involved as an active and participating member. And perhaps not so much with NAACP yet, perhaps more with Urban League. At that time the wbite friends that I had who were organizationally involved in 
	the civil rights movement ·were either doing things with the 
	newer groups, the more irascible groups, perhaps, like CORE, or the more staid groups like the Urban League. NAACP, it seemed to me, was an in-between. It was certainly an activist group, and yet far more tied together by its own regulations than a 
	new group such as CORE. 
	My membership in NAACP 1•1as not as a part of a cell, so to speak, but as someone who cheered on and said, "I have to be counted among you. I have to put my name there." But, my actual i·;ork was, on coming back to this country, far more in
	volved with the professional job of .~rbitrator and then ultimately, of course, it's the same Commission on which I now 
	serve aG 0. Commiooioncr. 
	I: As a member of these other groups, Urban League and CORE, could you tell me how the NAACP, and specifically Lillie May Jackson, worked with these other groups? Did she pay much attention to them? P,: It seems to me in the beginning nobody paid attention to CORE, and Temp, Furman Templeton who 1-1as very involved with Urban League and Dave Glenn at the time, during the years that 
	remember best, were such p0i•1erful leaders in their own rights. Now thic may be faulty memory, but I would have to say that m;y mind tells me that there was not a tremendous amount of interaction and working together. Maybe I could even faull, l,he civil rights movement in that way, because I think still today we could do with a great deal more working tn.gother T think that black hope and those among us who are Caucasian black folk, but who have fought the battle, spend too much time being sensitive to 
	Now that may be, as I say, lack of memory on my part. Perhaps Lillie May Jackson herself worked more closely than I'm articulating, but I don't recall a lot of interaction among any 
	of the groups . 
	I: Was there some sort of automatic kinship among the black leaders in the community? .4: Well, first of all, I think there s kinship among folk who identify, so ultimately--you asked me a question before about the separate but equal, and there are many subliminal or unconscious feelings that we have. By the same token that I lm01,, thQt inh0rent in Lillie May Jackson s feelings must have been that there is no equality with enforced separation--with enforced separation, mind you. I'm sure that also inherent
	I 
	I 

	and subliminally and unconsciously there's always kinship among 
	people who know that if the bottom line were ever reached, where their side would be. 
	And I 1-vant to tell :you something very strange, and maybe 
	you won't want to use this, and maybe I won't want it used, but the kind of thinking that I've always done--maybe from years in Germany where life and death were even more exae;e;erated j_n their reality than within the civil rights movement here, though there s been plenl,y of dea Llls as a resulL of it. But when life and death there was even more imminent and touching each life even more ree;ularly, I folt thGt I hGct tn makR rRrtRin ~erisinns, such as, if a shooting war breaks out under such and such cir
	I 

	knew all along with the civil rights movement that I would have to talrn up arms if necessary with black folks, but I also knew that (maybe I'll be permitted to say this) some dumb Nigger would say, "She s white. Shoot ine." And the only thing I could say as I lay dying was, "You had a right to do it and I 
	I 

	understand. But if you ever find out who I really am inside, and was, and that I m a sister, I hope you'll take time to be S()rry." It was the only redemptive aspect that I think I needed to feel that someone ~,1ould be sorry for having done me in. But I felt committed enough to know 1:.1here I was going to stand and know what the ultimate risks could be if it ever came to that. Being a bit of a Pollyanna and believing in the long term in humanity., I never t~o'..1ght it tJould cr:tme to that. 
	1 

	I: So far it hasn't. 
	A: Well, it hasn't here. In South ilfrica, of course, it's happening every da:/ and I'm very mindful of the parts o:i.' the world where it is happening. 
	I: Would ;you ever have considered Lillie Jackson to have been too stroni; a leader in the NJU\CP? 
	Now, tao strong to me are t1·10 words that can rt fit. If you're too harsh, too exaggerated, too premature> too tough, too demandine--if you say those things, I can deal with it~ but I don rt think a human being can be too strong. P.nd you see, I Lhink -LbaL what she \vas, arn.J. is, because I think her spirit and 
	.., .
	her legacy are very much ali.ve, I think she was anu lS strcmg. 
	as such, for instance, people who are hard and brittle but not strong. Lillie May Jackson had, I think, flexibility, had bounce-back power, had resilience, and that's what I mean by strength. If she had oeen just tough and hard and insensitive and one-directional, I'd say perhaps she could have been too any of those. 
	I: Now, hov,1 about too powerful? 
	11: Well, I think ... 
	I: She was elected for thirty-five years. 
	A: But I think nature abhOTS a vacuum, and I think wherever a vacuum is some force moves in. I think if there had been other people as committed and as forceful who came forth and grabbed their scepter and started to march with it, she would have been forced to march along or march behind occasionally. think she filled the role of leader. You might wont to coll it tyrant if you eq_uate too many years of leadership with tyranny, that she filled that role because nobody dismantled her. Nobody took the mantle 
	I: l3ut you don t think there :-1as ever any power play? 
	I 

	!~: Oh~ sure. Oh, sure. First of all, she was from a sophisticated family. She was a sophisticated v-ioman, and in 
	leadership, there is endemic to leadership--there is power and 
	endemic to life there is play, and so:, of course, there s plenty 
	I 

	of power play. Obviously she v;anted the mantle, and obviously not only her ego, her whole identity for survival ,·ias tied up with it. I rr1ean I thinh. she saw herself and could not possibly separate herself out from this movement. If you had taken away thi f' l'fl\18P, yon ct havP no Li 11 i P ,Tarlrnon, in my opinion 
	I 

	I had an interesting experience recently which Im not going to labor, but I was in the hospital for a reason of having lost a portion of my body, and I had to stop and think about 
	1 

	• k •
	what l t., lS to lose a critical portion of one's body. It can be one's legs one's a dancer; one's arms if one's a weight lifter; one's eyes if one's a painter; one's hearing, like 
	Beethoven rs one thing. But if one loses something central and 
	perhaps can't the very thing that gave himself identity, what happens? .i\nd I think if you had wanted to dismember Lillie May Jaclrnon, you ,·;ould have had to cut out her Negrcitude, which you couldn't do, you see. You would have had to displace her in the movement, perhaps. O.K. Which is as close as you could come, and you'd cut out her identity. So that if she were in South Africa and forced not to be a black leader--and I'm sure there arc plenty 1,ho in black Africa are somehow forced into 
	that (South Africa). I didn't mean black 11f1•ica at all. White Africa. South Africa. But if she were forced to give up the battle, then I think she viould have been utterly dismembered, 
	and she had to my mind that identity. So I can t say., in ansi,Jer to your question, that she 1vas 
	I 

	too strong. 
	I: What other leaders would you consider to be of equal importance to Lillie Jackson in the area? 
	i-1: In the area? ll!hat a powerful question~ 
	I: Well, you know this Project has singled out Jackson and Me,;Keldln as Lhe Lwo. 
	A: I can't link the two. I think I disagree with that. I 
	think that. MC"'KP-lctin's 1P.Rr1.P.rRhip is n magn:i.ficent tribute to the 
	fact human beings can identify beyond their 01m genetics and can be fully human. So I don't rob McKeldin for one moment. But 
	' 
	I think McKeldin began and ended with a Brotherhood \'Teek mentality, and I think civil rights goes much, much deeper than that. I think that the concept of brotherhood in terms of liking 
	a person or being nice to a person is one thing, but that's 
	something that I bestow on you. I give you pleasantness, decency, 
	Berk Cassette I Side 1:16 but I thinl, that the black movement is what you are and, tl1ere
	-

	fore, what you have a right to demand of me., and it isn't my gift to give ;you. So that I think that a 1:1hite leader that 
	i:ees this as a gift bestowed, in fact, McKeldin, though I admire him enormously, used to make me angry. -~nd I thought if I ever heard him tell me again that he had just had breakfast with a black leader. I began to l'/Onder whether he ate them! So I have to confess to a little bit of annoyance. I think that-well, I m trying to think of pf,ople 1-1ho have the kind of impact. Since Angola ended, when you say a great leader, I have to talk about people 1•1ho had impact, not ,•;ho meant to be great, not whos
	I 

	I don't know an;ybody that had that ltind of impact because of the particular era. 
	Now, if Lillie May Jackson 1vere living today, we p1·obably couldn't say that. But when she came forward, you had to hook her up with the Douglasses and the Banneker's and the few greats in the world or in the country. Certainly, Martin Luther King you can talll: about, and Malcolm X. You can talk about indJ_viduals any place in .i\merica or perhaps in other parts of tl1e 1·1orld. Dut thoy ro singular. Try to find tv10 of a kind in ono given area. It's asking an awful lot. I think we were incredibly rich to
	I 

	How did you select Lillie May Jackson, by the Nay? 
	I: Well, I came to the Project after it was begun, but I think that it was just perception on the part of people who lived in Baltimore, and particularly Charles Wagandt v1ho felt that she was of primary importance to the civil rights story. 
	A: You see, the chronology is the important thing. Ten years later, had she started her commitment ten years 
	later ... 
	I: She would never have been Ll.llie Jackson. 
	1~ : 
	No. 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	And yet, to i'Jhat do you attribute the fact that she never reached national prominence? A; Oh, oecau:;;e she wa:, well before r!er t::lme . Wilen you think of the great creative artists in the world, the people who achieve before the achievement is recognizable, who project before the concepts are understood, only death or years can give them the position that the;y actually hold. .!\nd philosophically--there is a philosopher by the name of J~lfred North Whitehead that has the view that the future changes

	I: 
	I: 
	The past is prologue. 


	A: That she changed the past. In other words, the memory of her changes the past, really re-structures the reallty of that past. Now that wouldn't happen if she had been in her own time, if she hart ripeneo when the trPP waA rPany to orop the Rpp1 e. But she ripened well before. It's as though Eve had been born too soon, before ribs were created. 
	I: But she also preferred to stay in Baltimore and not expand ... 1;: Well, she had a power base here and she would have had to start a process elsewhere. Here she had the process going, and I think perhaps either consciously or unconsciously knew 
	( 
	that she could reap achievement here. She might have had to start the process elsewhere and let someone else reap the achievement. In other words, many people are unknown because they only served in the prologue, never even in the dialogue or the post-logue, as it were. 
	I: How did she and McKeldin get along? 
	A: Well, you have to understand that I don't think McKeldin would havR gottP.n along di.sagrP.P.ahly wi.th R hlar.,~ pwrsrm P.VRn if he had disliked or disrespected the black person. I found him a bit indiscriminate, too indiscriminate ... 
	I: We were talking about the relationship between Mc-Keldin and Jackson, and you mentioned that he \·1as a little bit indiscriminate in ,·1ho he chose to get along 1·1ith. 
	A: Yes. What I'm really saying by that is I think that he 
	would never want to be caught with any bias showing and so afraid that any negative feelings might somehow be painful to 
	the next person himself. He probably would have gotten alone; with an;i, blacl,;: person, and I think that that's an un~ j_ ts best, a super-compassion 
	conscious throwback, perhaps, to at 

	in a sense of wanting to be on the credit side of life and pay 
	beck some of what has been taken. Or on the other side, perhaps an unhealthy guilt response. I think it's perfectly permisseble 
	to dislike a black person or a white person, or any person, and I think 1•Je do have negative feelings. J1nd I think v.re ought to 
	be, perhaps, loving enough of ourselves to accept our negative 
	feelings~ understand them, maybe cast them off when they are 
	found inappropriate, but to recognize that we do have some. So I'm not afraid to have some black folk I don't like or white l'ulL ur al!yl>utly elbe. I l1a ve my preferem;es. Ou Lile u Ll,er ilall<l, I think I d be afraid to have any group that I dislilrnd, and T think that with Governor MC'Ke1 cti n, Mayor MC'Kf'l cti n, c1nct probably young man McKeldin, there was a need not only to love and be loved, which I think was a very intense need in his personality. So that he was, in that sense somewhat, nondis
	I 

	I: But, his appointment of black people, was that political or do you think that that was a genuine ... 
	A: Oh, no. I think it was genuine. I ti1int it was genuine. No. No. I think that we often interpret where our political good fortunes will lie by some much deeper motivations. When people say, "Is that political?" It interests me as I watched bigotry. .4nd I 11 go back again to Germany 1·1here bigotry manifested itself in the ultimate., ln mammoth genocide. I found there, and I found when I've scratched close to the core of humanity, ;.-1e tend to find oui-1 beet 1,outc in· tho.t di•rection not 1,;rfd ch t
	1 
	-

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Noi'1., you mentioned David Glenn eax·lier. I assume that you kno-;-1 the gentleman. I;., : Oh. Yes . 

	I: 
	I: 
	Ho,·1 did McKeldin come to choose him? 


	Well., I Ll1lnk Lhuse uf us 1::hu knev1 blm well kne\'1 that he was under the shade of the great oak. ,•1hen he worked with Furman 
	Figure
	and such a powerful man, and such a remarkable man, that to work under him 1·1as always to be in his shadow. And I thin!~ many of us in those days realized that Dave had greatness in him, too, and it never could have been realized in that position. And perhaps he v.1as brought out of that posj_tion to have his ov,n spot in the sun. 
	I: Let's get back to McKeldin just a little bit. Hhat ,.,ould 
	you consider his single greatest contribution or gener2l greatest contribution to the ai."ea of civil rights? A· Well., I am going to seem to be making a statement that's almost contradictory to what I was saying before, because before I was somewhat castigating in my appraisal of his loving black folk simply because they're black, and being indiscriminate, and his approach to civil rights as Brotherhood Week which I best.mi upon ;11on. 
	Now I want to talk about the other side of that coin. The very fact that he never deviated from that attitude, that 
	he 1r,1as so consistent and persistent in that attitude gave a certain habit and respectability, and unavoidability, to being 
	human and addressing black people because they are people . 
	.½nd therefore, I think man:y, many 1-:hites in his day couldn't 
	have escaped the fact that here is a man 1·1ho s up front, ivho can't fail to be noticed because his position is such that he 
	1 

	1,.,ho v,d.11 never deviate from his good will. 
	is noticeable, and 
	1

	Therefore, the kind of standards that he set and example that he set, that could not be ignored, could not be mioced, wns incredibly important. 
	T: C:Rn you think of Rny specific incident that would indicate to you--or that did indicate to you--how sincere he was? 
	-

	A: How sincere our accounting was ... 
	I: Or it's just a feeling you have ... A; Your re really going to dislil<e what I tell you. .4nother sacred cm1, vis-a -vis Mayor McKeldin, in addition to his kindliness and his supportiveness of the black movement and black 
	individuals was his great oratorical sldll. Maybe here, for the sake of people that are close to him and love him, and 
	feel intimate with him, I will ask you to take this out 
	eventually. I don't know. I didn't think he had much oratorical skill. It came across to me as bombastic, as a mask-not hypocritical now, not untrue--but such a put-on, such a false face in the sense of an extra tool that one uses, a technique. Ii Etyle. 
	I: Not natural. Well, it was learned. It was acquired . .4: Well, but we can acquire things and make them seem absolutely to us. I always felt as though he was going to take off his voice and his face and say, "I was only I also felt--I feel that, of course, to;,vard zebras. I am sure that when they take off their sl(in and show themselves to be normal horses, they look so ridiculous. .~nd I always found him a bit ridiculous. 
	kidding. 
	11 

	Now, when he 1,;as off the pulpit, because he was never on a platform, on a rostrum, he was always on a pulpit. When he was off Olympus and he was slmply talking with two or three people around and bis voice would get normal, and human, and not pompour, ancl n0t 0rat.0riril1, «n:'i mayhe even a. 1i tt.1e hit nnnoticeable--not very important. It was then that, with the mask off, with the clothes off, I would enjoy him most, and it was then when he would talk about things that he had done, not only in the bl
	really loved him, and had many of such moments with him. 
	But many too many of the bombastic, the oratorical delivery, the dance mask, which is great in ceremony. 
	I: Who did he choose for his personal friend? 
	A: That would be hard for me to tell you, because I'm not sure he took the liberty or the luxury. In my experience I could not tell you that he took the liberty or luxury of personal friends. When I saw McKeldin even relax even with ,iust two or three., these were always the people. with whom he was dealing publicly, politically, casually; and I think there are some of us who take too few hours for personal friendship that isn't hooked into a cause, maybe because we're so terribly committed to using the sho
	I 

	So I I ne
	So I I ne
	So I I ne
	couldn't tell you. ver saw them. 
	Perhaps he 
	did have 
	many 
	moments. 
	But 

	I: People like Judge Sobeloff and Bill Adelson? A: Now, Judge Sobeloff I kne1·1 well because our families were very close, and still today the families are extremely close, such that I suppose if my sister had to speak of her one 
	I: People like Judge Sobeloff and Bill Adelson? A: Now, Judge Sobeloff I kne1·1 well because our families were very close, and still today the families are extremely close, such that I suppose if my sister had to speak of her one 


	dearest sister in the world, it would be Ruth Sobeloff Mayer. And this was historically true. My parents were close to the Sobeloffs and my two sisters were very, very close to Evelyn 
	1 

	So I saw a good bit of them. I was raised, 
	really, with them. And I did see often Judge Sobeloff and Mayor McKeldin together, and it would be at, perhaps, Judge Sobeloff s home. But even there, as I recall, the discussions were pretty high powered, pretty well cause oriented. And I can remember this from early. Now what they did in their very private moments, I just can't tell you, but I don't know how private it would have ta be. Here again it might have heen 
	1 

	just two or three families. 
	I: Well, McKeldin was in the public spotlight for a period of about twenty years on and off as Mayor, and then Governor, 
	and Mayor again. Let me ask you if, in your opinion, you think that--well, what NOUld you say he was more effective--on the 
	Governor's level, state level, or local Mayor's level? A· I'd have to say Mayor, and that's not politically. 
	That's going back to m:y viev-,1 that the statement he made as a 
	human being in a city that had a larse proportion of blacks. Of course, in his day we didn't have the--what is it? 51+;6 now? 01· something close Lhereto. That wasn t the pe1·centage then. I don't think it was the majority percentage then. I m sure it waA not, c1lthon2:h T'm hc1ct at numbers. T could be wrong. But still, I think to make the statement close to the hub like that--to make a statement that "I am the Mayor of people, every human being, and my city is a city of people, and I am black. 
	I 
	I 
	11 

	think he had that feeling that black is a state of mind in that sense, that he certainly was a representative of every human being in Baltimore. That was as close and intimate a statement of beliefs as one could make, and I don't think the further one gets from the hub and from the nucleus of human 
	think he had that feeling that black is a state of mind in that sense, that he certainly was a representative of every human being in Baltimore. That was as close and intimate a statement of beliefs as one could make, and I don't think the further one gets from the hub and from the nucleus of human 
	feelings--the further one gets the more diffused, the more watered down that statement is. It's true that it will gain importance, certainly, for the Governor or the President to make a statement. There's more power related to that statement. But in terms of ritual,power that isn't wielded but that is somehow absorbed spasmodically by other people, I think that power was there closest to the people and closest-
	-


	, Maryland, ic not a bloc],;: state, 
	I: Could you give me a little bit of baclcground on what McKeldi:'.l Is other achievements outside the area of civil rights were that you would consider to be of importance here? 
	A· Well, I think he carried this humanism through govern
	-

	ment. He was certainly awfully approachable, as Mayor and Governor. I think that white people felt that they could come over to him and reach him. He was a personable person. And I think that that's very important. 
	I think since Government is often quite removed, quite walled off from people, although we're supposedly a representative form of governrnenL, and supposedly t.here is an imposit relationship between the elected official and the person, 1:;enerc1lly I don't th:i.nk t.h::it is rr:>::illy tnrn. Wf'! try to mc1kr:, it true by saying, "I like Ike, and, "Give em hell, Harry," and using first names and creating that sense of personal involvement. But, really, leaders are pretty walled off, very often. I think he
	11 
	I
	-
	1 
	! 

	I: Would you consider him to have been slightly outdated 
	b;y the time he reached his second term as Ma;yor? 
	A: Well, in one way, yes; and in one way, no. I think he was outdated at birth probably. The very need to pontificate on every subject was probably outdated with Ben Hur. I mean Charlton Heston does it well. Right? But it's usually set aside for a movie or a special event. But I think there are certain basic things such as the basic pc1,oonsblonccc and tho basic humanity that he did display that is never outdated. It might come across with that manner that's outdated, as I 
	rnentioned before, but I think the quality itself is not outdatable. 
	-

	I: How about his approach to blacks and to civil rights? ..... ...Was that in the sixties? 
	A: O.K. That's good. You see, I don't think he thought his way through the blac}~ movement. I wouldn t say, for instance, what I said of Lillie May Jackson, that inherent in his 
	I 

	1•,1as the knowledge, the future tripping that separate 
	thinking 

	is never equal. I don't think he intellectualized the movem2nt, anr1 sn pPrhRps nnP <"n11l rl say hP' l'l never hp ontdRtPl'l lJet.:auisio 111::; feelluga ,ioro gu L feelings. They 1,ere feelings 
	and feelings are never outdated. 
	No,1, intellectually, if you would ask him to plot the 
	movement, it might have been a fiasco. We might still be 
	back in Brotherhood Week or we might still be back even a little 
	furthel" along than that v,;here discrimination has to be intentioned 
	or the causes have to be there 1·ather than the results. And we 
	1101·1 knOl.' that it's the impact. It's the results. It's discrimination., conscious or unconscious that has to be dealt 1,:ith. 
	I don't think he ever could have made it to that scene, as it ivere, unless he were carried along by others. 
	I: O.K. Let's move a little bit into 67. Tall: about the reaction of leaders such as McKeldin and Jackson to the militant years. How did they handle that situation? 
	1 

	A: If you are a person that says, "i:,l,__1 l r"...l..oacn'Lt,, children, don't fight," and think that everything has to be and, in fact, can be peaceful, you'll take the paternal attitude that I think McKeldin took. McKeldin in a fire-line situation, I think, would be seriously under-weaponed. I just don't think he could handle that. So I don't think McKeldin really ever emotionally came into the militant years. Even emotionally. 
	I: O.K. How did he prevent the riots from occurring in 66? 
	1

	Well, not he, but how were those riots prevented. What sort of 
	part did he play in that prevention? 
	A: I hope I'm not being 1--1rong. I'm not sure t11a t one could 
	say he, or even his attitude prevented riots. It wasn't like General Gelston on the firing line who did prevent a great deal. 
	I ·was there in Cambridge nnd co.w General Gcl.oton, Buck Hnrris-
	these people who could somehow turn a crowd, change a crovid. I don't think that was what one could say of McKeldin. I think he would have been tanked over, bulldozed over, in terms of the firing line. So I don't think he prevented the riots, but I think that what his statement of humanity did do is not contribute to that super hostility that would have exacerbated and in-fired the riots. I think he gave a set of conditions. 
	I: It was more an absence of effect? He did not do something wrong? 
	-

	A: Yes. I think the thing that he didn't do was what Jignew did when he called in the leaders and was so insulting, so incredibly patronizing and infuriating. This is what McKeldin didn't do. 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	We were talking before about your Commission. I was wondering if you could tell me about the situation in 1969 when McKeldin was offered the position of Director of the Comrr,J,s sion? -~: Well, now I think of Chairman of the Commission. You don't mean Executive Director, do you? Fill me in, because .. . 

	I: 
	I: 
	Didn't Mandel think of appointing McKeldin, and then .. . -~: As Chairman of the Commission, but ... 


	I: Changed., and j_nstead he appointed., see, at th.at time-
	-

	he was Mr. Nix and Mr. 
	A: Well, then you are talking about the Executive Director and my mind just played a trick on me. Do you know, I hadn't 
	remembered that it was Directorship rather than 
	Executi.ve 

	Commission Chairmanship. That would have, in my opinion, been un uttc1· flc1scu. An uLLer fiasco. Because ln Lhat exact position one has to have something very, very different to offer. I think t.hc1t onp hc1s to hc1ve the wec1ponry rat.her than the will, the sharpness of personality, the exq_uisite instrument, the cutting edge. This is what McKeldin didn't have, and I can't imagine him functioning well in that position. I think it would have been a personal tragedy for him that he never would 
	have recovered from. 
	I: Were the members on the Commission ever consulted as to the choice of Director? Or was this something that the Governor did by himself? 
	A: Now, let me see. This is my seventh year. So this must have happened--run this by me again. It wasn't in place 
	--are you telling me it was in place of ? Because was found by my action on a national and international talent search, and I don't recall at the time coming in. It was certainly not then. Now, you are talking about 69. 
	1

	after all,. has only be:e.n he.rP._ a fp,_w yP.RrH~ ~cH1 yon givP. mP. t.hP 
	date in 69? 
	1

	I: Let me see if I have the reference to the article. 
	A: I think I came on the Commission as a Commissioner on 
	July 1, 69. 
	1 

	I: That's \•Jhat I have. July 1, 1969. Mandel proposed to 
	nominate McKeldin for the position of leadership afte:r Mr. Nix resigned. 
	A: After Roscoe Nix. Right. And before Tread1·1ell Phillips. Well, when we came aboard there was no Director for quite awhile and because Treadwell Phillips had not come aboard yet. So, Lhe <.:onsluerci Llun, Lhe Lhlnk.lng a 1.Juu L L!1e appuln Lmen L was prior to my coming on. By the time I came on, one heard very 7itt1e about that considenition. So, :it mw,t have been worl,i ng up to the July period when McKeldin was being considered, and surely after taking the office I don't recall any serious consider
	I: As far as you know, did McKeldin remain active'? Did he do anything after his public years to aid or work with anything in the civil rights movement ? 
	Berk Cassette I Side 2:30 
	A: I don t recall, because the movement had changed so much. I am sure he was there on the speaker's platform in any moment that was necessary. I had left the days of the big meetings and the long speeches. It was a much more activist time. So if he was in--if he were, I should say, because I don't even tnow that it's not contrary to fact, but if he was still very much out front, it would have been at the big meetings and the big cpoochoe. ,~nd thic w,1c not where I wnc in thoco years, cmd I don't think eve
	I 

	But I'm sure, til his death that he would have been ready and willing to come to the fore ta do what was asked of him and what he felt he could do. So, I m sure some1-1here--and some1·1here still, I m sure, he s talking up the cause. 
	I 
	1 
	I 

	I: You talked about belonging to CORE. Maybe you could tell me then in your perceptions why CORE chose Baltimore as a Target City? 
	A: Well, keep in mind that we were--it was so young that we ulu.u IL e ve11 h.nuw Lhe ncime uf Lile urgcinl '.<a Llu11 wl!l<..:!1 Lhey ·,1ere giving us buttons and passes and telling us that 1·1e were memhers of. I c'lon't think we hao that ldnn of self-r.onr:r.iousm,f'.s to v_riow why it was chosen, and surely it was chosen by those who were in the hub of power somewhere, and that wasn't Baltimore. 
	In other words, when it came into Baltimore, it came from another source and we didn't make that decision. But, if I can second guess the people who did, they may have consirlered Baltimore, being a border state, to be truly Southern and an excellent testing ground, but with perhaps a touch of 
	Northern-ness enough to break the mold at that time. They 
	may have considered it big enough to make a dent. It was then 
	probably the sixth largest city in the country; big enough to make the papers and small enough that if we made too many mistakes, we could cover up for some of it. 
	I: Not too much lost. 
	11: Right. frnd I would think that it was a good take-off point, also, being nesr the Nstiono Cspitol and eooily able to tie in, and on the Eastern Seaboard where the problem obviously has to be the most exacerbated. I would think that if 
	1 

	I had sat around choosing a city, Baltimore 1,•,rould have been an 
	excellent choice. 
	I: Now, how did McKeldin deal with that sort of situation. 
	I 
	I 
	I 
	mean, 
	he in his 
	own 
	perception thought 
	that he 
	had done 
	so 

	much and 
	much and 
	that Baltimore 
	was 
	so 
	great . 

	.A: 
	.A: 
	VTell, 
	there 
	was 
	a 
	benignness 
	about it. 
	I 
	mean 
	when 
	1•.Je 

	were 
	were 
	thrown 
	out 
	of places, 
	as 
	I 
	recall. 
	When 
	we 
	were 
	thrown 

	out 
	out 
	of Lexington Street ... 

	I: 
	I: 
	He 
	wasn't there? 


	A: No. It wasn't that. I guess, emotionally, one could say that he was there because we were thrown out with a rPrtain benignness. I couldn t liken the fire of t!1ose days. Maybe I was just younger and it didn't frighten me. I don't tnow, though I don't think--there's not much that frightens me today. 
	I 

	It seemed to me,though., I remembered enough goodwill remaining 
	even in the process of being chucked out. There was humiliation and disrespect shown, and aggravation, but I think, perhaps, 
	without that benign attitude of his, without that pervasive goodness of his, it could have been an uglier situation. 
	I: He could have asked for military back-up .... ? 
	A: Yes. Well, his whole attitude could have tricll:led down and could have spread. You see, I think destructive things spread very quickly. They re very virulent. Good health doesn't spread. It's interesting when you stop to think about it, only disease does. 
	I 

	I: Diseases. Right. 
	And I think the fact that he had such mental health about his attitude toward people didn't give as much of a chance for disease to spread. Or not quite as virulently. 
	I: Did he use his influence behind the scenes to help avert 
	nasty situations? 
	A: I think so. Yes., I think he did a lot. Now, mind you., 
	I wasn t behind the scenes in those days. So when I say, "I think," I'm not using that loosely. I really only think. 
	I 

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	0.K. 
	Were you involved in the peace 
	movement 
	as 
	well? 

	fl: 
	fl: 
	You 
	mean 
	against 
	Viet Nam? 

	I: 
	I: 
	Against Viet Nam. 
	Right. 

	A: 
	A: 
	Earlier than you 
	would believe, 
	I 
	was ... 

	I: 
	I: 
	At 
	this point I 
	would believe anything. 

	A: 
	A: 
	Well, 
	I 
	was 
	working idth Wayne Morse, 
	and since Morse and 


	Gruening were the only two out front in the very early days. In fact, I have the most magnificent video tapes of Morse out-
	either just before or just after Chunking--talking from our 
	home against the involvement in Viet Nam. We remember the early days very, ver:/ painfully, and to me it is still a very painful 
	experience. To me, it's what robs me, I thin!<:, today of the
	r 
	mood I'd love to have that of the Bi-Centennial. I just have not been able to get over the extreme sense of pain for this 
	country's involvement in that war. Maybe if I hadn't worked in Germany those years I'd be able to get rid of this feeling a little bit, but when a country commits genocide--and I do believe that was genocide in Viet Nam--a few years just aren t long enough for me to e;et beyond it. I used to w,r:, with Humphrey very early in the days of 1\mericans for Democratic Action. Very, very early. I was the Vice Chairman here in Baltimore, here in Maryland under Herbert Fetter who ,ms Chairman of Maryland Americans 
	I 

	course, ;;,;as very active at that time . .And so I've known him for \•Jell over twenty-five years, and I think I understand. his 
	reasons for not coming out against that war when he was Vice President. But I've been unable to forgive him. I've been unable, I guess, to find in my heart any reasonable explanation. When I say forgive, ma;)'be that s a wrong term. Certainly I think well of him. He has enough credit in the bank, of humanism. He's paid his dues--that is Hubert Humphrey. And m:rny pr-,npl A whn c1i ctn t st2nc1 nr against the Vi r-,t Nam war have paid their dues and are full-blooded humanists. But it's almost an irretrievabl
	I 
	I 

	the first fe\•J hundred ;years of blac~;:: history in .America. I'm not sure I know how we'.ll get beyond that. And maybe that's a 
	terrible thing to say. The people who argue that, "I didn't do it and I oughtn't pay the price.'' I'm thinking particularly nm1 of the educational thing. The people who argue, understandably: "I want a good school for my children. The busing is the difficulty. I believe in equality, but still I didn't set the scene. I didn't create the situation. I don't want to suffer for it or have my children suffer for it. 
	11 

	I can't toke thnt. route. I think by bc1.ne; humnn, r,inrc I am Whiteheadian and believe that the future changes the past, I thin!<: we all contributed to it. And I think we all bear the national shame and the national responsibility; and I'm not sure, maybe this is where I go into a belief j_n preferentiaJ. treatment for people who have been so far placed back--that only preferential treatment will start them out from the starting line. So when you talk about the peace movement, if a movement--well, when y
	I 

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Did the 
	peace 
	movement 
	take 
	Bome 
	of 
	the 
	thunder uway 

	from 
	from 
	the civil rights movement? 

	A: 
	A: 
	No. 
	No. 
	No. 

	I: 
	I: 
	Or 
	take 
	some 
	of the 
	steam away? 

	fl: 
	fl: 
	It tooll: 
	some 
	boys 
	away, 
	so 
	there 
	were 
	fewer people 
	to 

	fight. 
	fight. 
	It took 
	some 
	black boys 
	away 
	so 
	there 
	were 
	fewer 
	leaders 

	perhaps. 
	perhaps. 
	It killed 
	some 
	so 
	permanently 
	we 
	probably 
	were 
	robbed 


	of leaders yet unshown, but--and maybe it was another way to let off aggressions. Maybe inherent in us is the need to harm. I lool<: at the penal system and I feel that we must need to 
	harm. Since we've done so little to crack the impossible 
	chronolog;y system., vie have no rehabilitation. We must not 
	want to rehabilitate. So, perhaps we do need to harm and hurt. Perhaps there is something perverse in us that does need that, and maybe to that degree Viet Nam gave us an outlet for our ugliness and drained off a little here. But the importance of these movements, it seems to me, is their--it's like the tree making a noise when it falls in the foreRt whether there s an ear to hear it or not. If every black v1ere 
	I 

	to leave this country, the problem wouldn't leave this country until every white is human, is humanized. The problem is there 
	whether someone's suffering for the problem or not, whether it's being committed then or not. I think as long as there is 
	bias and hatred and negativism in our souls, in our psyches, 
	the problem is there. 
	I: If we could go back a little bit and climb back to the Commission on Human Relations and their Commission on Interracial Problems, and ... A; Ma1·yland Commission on Interracial Problems and Relations. 
	Right. 
	T: As it 11sed to hP knnwn. T want to ask you a little bit about that, too. How were you appointed to the Commission? You said that you went and ... 
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	A: 
	A: 
	Pick up 
	on 
	that again. 

	I: 
	I: 
	Yes. 
	You 
	were 
	talking about how it was 
	a 
	different 


	situation from being on the staff member as an arbitrator. !,: As arbitrator, and I would like to repeat that in case it didn't get on, I was the second professional, Farren Mitchell 
	being the top dog there. .4nd that s a good phrase. I was probably considerate a little bit. But we did have t,·10 other 
	I 

	staff members. Fantastic women, Alice Thomas, whom you said 
	you have spoken to, and F1-an Scott, and they have been laboring 
	in those vineyards quite awhile. Really, I think, heroic Nomen who had done a great deal 1,-Jith the Commission and have 
	the feeling of the State because they have been there quite a 
	lonG time. They re secretaries, but the--a:re you askine; me ho1•J 
	1 

	I got the appointment as arbitrator as a staff member, or how 
	I got my current appointment as .. ? 
	I: Your current appointment as a Commissioner. 
	f\ • H • 
	That's very hard. We ve heard it said~ n0w particularly Hith the inter-nation stresses of the Commission, we've heard it said that Commissioners are given their appointments because someone bought them or some power intrigue effectuated them. I imow it not to be true in many cases, but certainly not true in my own. I think that I was the most shocked person in Baltimore when Frank DeFilipo called. Frank had, Flip, had been a newspaper reporter and a very sharp one, an incredibl:,, shrewd 
	1

	one, during the days that I had been in the civil rights movement and then certainly during the days that I was arbitrator. 
	And so we did kno;-1 one another well. 
	On the morning that he called to say I was appointed as Commissioner, I said, "You ve got to be kidding, because I don t thinl~ the Governor wants the vote blocked. "Well, the Governor hasn't had his vote bloc,~ed, unfortunately ... 
	I 
	I 

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Nobody 
	told you 
	firRt.. 
	'l'h~y 
	tolct 
	him 
	first? 

	A: 
	A: 
	Well, 
	Flip, 
	of course, 
	was 
	working with the Governor. 

	I: 
	I: 
	Oh. 
	I 
	see. 

	A· 
	A· 
	Mandel 
	at 
	the 
	time, 
	and 
	we 
	were 
	appoint_ed 
	b~· 
	Governor 


	Mandel~ that is tbi s current Commission, and I served on the Board of Commissioners before this one~ Because this is going into my second term for it's m:y seventh :year. I had talked 
	about dissatisfactions with the Commission and where it ·was 
	heading "di th a number of people 1:Jho were close friends, Bob Watts among them. I do recall talking 1·1i th Bob VJ hose, by the ;_,;ay, if :you 1:Jant to talt: about a lead.er--;you asked. me before 
	ubout a leader. I thinl, I r.1ight mention Bob Watts. 
	There, too, in an incredibly humanizing, loving way, but so forceful, I think he s left his imprimatur on Baltimore, too. But surely I had talked with Bob, and I've known Bob--oh let me see--for over thirty years, maybe for thirty-five :,,ears, and been a friend of his for that long. I knov1 that there were others then that I to about disagreements '•:Jith the wa;y the Commission was going. I felt that it wasn't forceful enough, that it wasn t hard nosed enough, that it i1ad not assumed a tough enough posit
	I 
	tall·:.ed 
	I 

	attitude and interaction, inter-facing with them., must have 
	got across to the Governor. As I say, I imew Flip and I had 
	follo1--1ed. Flip, as he had me., in .Annapolis 11Jhen we d. go dov.;n on, he on his work and. me on mine~ t,fe d often see one another., and so, I'm sure that that, there was some input there. Well, I can't say I'm sure. I'm just assuming. I just feel this. It's not that I intellectualJ.y know where the appointment came from. I do remember the shock. I do remember when I \'las told about the other Commissioners as well, a guy like Bill Adkins, 
	1 
	1 

	that I was feeling that this group of Commissioners that I 1:1as told--Sam Greene--as Flip v1as telling me who the other appointees were, I remember feeling, ''No. No. It's absolutely j_mpossibJ.e, because any one of us would create too much trouble for a Governor to appoint. Unfortunately, we haven't been able to create enough trouble. And when I say that~ I say that in a particular uay. I thin}: the Commission has neve1" won the battle of being a law enforcement agency, v1hich is what it's supposed to be.
	goes on fishing expeditions or it s too tough., or goes beyond 
	1 

	its domain when it's a front to the chamber, I'm very much 
	reminct~rt nf the f2eling that Zeke @1st have hart AR h~ war ~rivine 
	down the dirt road, his horses pulling him, and he sa',1 a new thing, a red J.ight, and he must l1ave thought society had gone too far--telling him that he had to stop for 
	fan-dangJ.ed 

	something li~~e that. But now we take that as a matter of form. 
	Obviously, ;•;e have to stop for red lights. Nobody says, "Is 
	it a good thing or a bad thing? Is it a good light or a bad light? Does it go too far? Is it on a fishing expedition 
	because it stopped my car at five in the n-1.orning when there are no cars on the road. Why is it picking on me? 
	11 

	I mean that is simply a fact of la1-.T enforcement., and a suitable, necessary aspect of law enforcement, and I think that human rights are just that necessary and just that given and there ought to be a human l"ights agency that has absolute teeth to enforce human rights. 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Ne1.-1, the Commission can. no longer give awards for com.... pensation in a case where it feels that the complaint v;as jvstified. Is that right? P:: You :ce citing the Gutt;;·:ein case, and that 1,•;a.s just an utter tragic case. It certainly set back, not the cause of human rights because the cause of human rights is a long-term cause. It set bac~:: the cause of human dignity. We can lose dignity in a moment. We can't lose rights. We may have to fight for them again. 
	-
	1 


	I: 
	I: 
	So., nov1 tQe Comm:i.ssion just basicall;y hears the cases and decides not ... Ji: Oh, well., it has r:1ore teeth than that. First of all; it's been able to do remarkable things with conciliation and r.ttll cct. n1·1nrdc. Soc0ndl~~) of courco., it c:tn cct. up a case for a court proceeding and the courts can certainly award monetary damages. Thirdly, it can act in a way to weed out cases so that ;you kncn•J which are important and which are not. There's a great deal that it can do, but its unconscionable no
	n1onct.o.ry 
	1 


	I: 
	I: 
	One of the issues su1--rounding the Commissj~on 1-Jas the ability to go out and seelc out and investigate cases before 


	the:y 1.·;ere brought to the Commission. Do you do that \·Jith the Commission now or is that still something that's not done? .A: 1'lell, it's done. Of course., the problem is that we have more cases than we're handling, so to seek out is both a mora2. and 2n immoral thing if ;you' re n'.Jt handling the cases you've got, to find the others so that you don't handle them. Our backlog is a very painful thing. 
	I: I 1,10£ there the other day and it s certainly an impressive office ,,1i th a lot of people working really hard. 
	I 

	A: Yes. I think it is. I thin!\: they're committed people. 
	think they're better trained than they have been in the past and it is an impressive office. The job v,e re doing is not imv:ressive. 
	1

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Is that necessary? ...½: No. I mean that we're net doing 1·1hat 1.-;e're actually able to doJ and I don't think that :•Je're fulfilling not only our mandate to Maryland citizens, I don t think v1e re fulfilling our capabilities. 
	1 
	1 


	I: 
	I: 
	Is there a large difference in the sort of cases that arc being heard at the Commission now than were, say, in the early sixtiPS nr lRtP fiftiPR? .!\: Oh, yes. Well, first of all, in 63 it was just public accommodations and you didn't have employment. You didn't have housing at that time, and aside from--oh, well, of course, now there are sex cases, handicapped (discrimination against the handicapped), age--but aside from t11at, the level of sophistication is enormous. The body of law that one needs to kno
	1 



	different v;8rld of civil rights toda;:.,r. 
	I: What would you consider to be the most pressing of those 
	problems, or can't they be rated like that? i\: Now, you mean pressing of civil rights problems, the 
	pressing of 1'\gency problems, or pressing of ·which problems? 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	No. 
	The 
	civil rights problems. 

	i\: 
	i\: 
	Pressing of the civil rights problem
	s. 
	Well, 
	can 
	I 
	give 

	you 
	you 
	two? 
	Or 
	must 
	tr,ere 
	be 
	one? 

	I: 
	I: 
	Sure. 
	Ho. 
	Two 
	is fine. 
	If you 
	can 
	narrow 
	it dow
	n 
	that 

	well, 
	well, 
	fine. 


	A: One thing that I think is most pressing of the civil rights problems is that tie really aren't ;yet a nation that is decided. I still don't think, as I mentioned before, that when you even can conceive of a civil rights law enforcement agency 
	as having less sanction, less ability, less teeth, than are required to do the job. When you can still conceive of that, 
	it must mean that 1.ve 're still a nation that hasn't decided for 
	civil rights. That's number one. So, the battle isn't in its final stretch. In my mind there is n very beginning quality to it. We are not yet committed, really, to civil rights, or you could not possibly want a police force, but we don't really want them to be able to do the job,'' and say that you're committed to police protection. O.K. So that's problem one. 
	Now, problem two, I suppose, is that until ;you get a 
	starting gate opening with horses o:' equal power running the 
	same track and finishing ,'iith a line drawn the same for both, you d.on rt have even equal opportunity. ~~nd I go back no1,•J to v.1hat I consider as necessar:y preferential treatment. I think 
	that v1hen you have kept a people from opportunity for so long, 
	it rs insufficiei1t to give them the opportunity. You have to 
	make them open to it, ready for it, as utilizing of it as others. 
	I: Now, suppose a case came to the Commission--I'm thinking specifically in terms of something like accommodations, like the Gwin Oak incident, and that could come to the Commission and be decided, and yet the people ,;ho own the accommodation, Ra;i, in thi R r.aRP. thP. pflrt, would still ref<Jse to integrate. Is that a problem still? Do you find that happening? A· No. They could no longer do that. I mean they would 
	RmusP.mP.nt 

	have to follow the order of the Commission. What the Commission 
	could not do is make them pay (1) the financial detriments that 
	they have to pay back., the financial detriments that they have imposed upon people. People v1ho couldn rt get jobs there, who had alive businesses that couldn't have concessions there, have, 
	. ,
	in fact, lost money bv not being ao_,_e to make it there. People that couldn't go there and might have to go further away for entertainment. There are actual financial losses as well as hwmrn losses, in atltli tion to which, when you talk to Western Man and his pocketbook you talk loudest. It's sad but it's 
	v 

	R1' onP. might hatP. the riots or the cookout's, they did more to accomplish civil rights than 
	true. We cert.ai.nly fnunr! that._, mu<'h 

	a great many good words from many pulpits have done. .~nd you 
	just apparently have to hit people where they feel their phallus 
	is, in the groin_, 1:-1hich is the pocketbook. .And I think, there
	-

	fore, that we could do something greatly by saying--I think you 
	can hit people haTd by forcing them to mal<e a change by 
	Commission order. You can't make them pay monetarily for 
	brea}cing the la1·1 and you can t make them pay monetaril;y to the people who have suffered monetarj_ly., in the State of Maryland., that is, by law. I tlli.nll: this is an enormous loss, so that, that's to me a tragedy, but you don't have as much trouble with public accommodations as one does in other areas. I thin!<: 1-1ousing is still very difficult, subtle aspects of employment, promotional aspects of employment particularly . .!ind, of course, you have the first fired because the last hired. You're e;c
	I 

	broadened and push them bacl-c, squeeze them into starvation ·when we don't need full employment. 
	I've alv1a;fs been com.mi tted to the vie1.,.J that if the conservative ,,-,1ho v;ants v:elfare that if ti1.e :person 1.-Jh:'.J 1\ants the capitalistic system to be able to put people in the deep freeze until the accorcl.ian can start opening e.gain, and pull them out again. The fact that everybody might have a job might mean v,hen an expanded economy requj_res more cheap labor. Where j_o j_t? So, you see, I'm commj_tted to the vie,·1 that what we don't 
	-
	1

	~1e get rid nf, 
	like 

	I: 1-.ere consultant to the 
	You said to me earlier that you 
	1

	United States Cj_ vj_l Rights Commj_ssj_on. 
	United States Cj_ vj_l Rights Commj_ssj_on. 
	United States Cj_ vj_l Rights Commj_ssj_on. 
	Can you 
	compare 
	the 
	two 

	fo:r 
	fo:r 
	me? 
	Hov.1 
	does 
	that Commission \'Jork? 

	A: 
	A: 
	PooTly. 
	Even 
	more 
	poorly. 

	I: 
	I: 
	Even 
	more 
	poorly? 

	TR
	First of all, 
	of course, 
	it has 
	no 
	teeth really. 
	It's 


	back where NCIPR t•.J&s in its study days. The consultant arrangement with the ?ederal Commission is that every state ~as its State .Advisory~ Committee, , State J~dvisory Committee; 2nd these consultants are advisors, S'....lpposedl~-get the feel of their states and tell the Federal Commission what to do. But the fact is, v1hat c:2n the Federal Commission do? It can make studies, some of ;1hich are extremely well made, and it ca:--i ·:.,ubJish reams of paper~ some of t!bir.h arP hPnuti f'ul 1y nr
	-

	ticulated. ~nd then what? 
	I: And it hes no po1·1er tci act c,r it just simply dc,esn't act? 
	A: Not really. Oh, it does act. In fact, it acts even ~-:i thout p01'ier an:J 2ometimes even achieves somethj_ng.: because, for~una tel:y) tie c2n 1•Jor~: ';::i th ign'Jrance. ~·!hen people don t lr,..now ~:1e don t t have the po"'.·1e1" to act ._._,e can do a great ::1.E.ln:y tl1ing.s. 
	1 

	I: That's alviay-s a good 1,1ay to handle it. Did eithe:r Mc-Keldin 8r Lillie May-Jac~:son ever cor:1e to the Commission 1.·!ith a case? O:r even the Nfi1-\CP--dld they bring it to the Comff1ission on their 01:;n initiative? 
	ii: I'm sure that they did. I would hatc to have you aslc me to cite one. I rn. not sure that I keep a. mental log of •:1ho brings v;hnt.) hut. thPrP's no c1ouht tn m~,r mind that, as persistent as they've been thTough the J7 ears:, the~i certainly would have. 
	I 

	I: Let me ask ;you something about the politics of the situation ...!:..re you a Democrat or a Republican? 
	A: Hell) I'm registered Democrat and I vote my conscience. \··That I'm sa:yi~g is, I don't toe any ma:rk. Hell., and perhaps that's not even true. I just don't toe an~r sort of deli1=1eated line. I ma":e a decision on each issue as it comes. 
	( 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Ho1,J did McKeldi~ work with the Democrats? P-.: Well, of' course, l'1IcKeldin really is and v,1as a Denocrat. You Jr.now that. Like Carrie Ramsay and Mac Mathias and a number of others. 

	I: 
	I: 
	!>ind so t1e v1as just a shelf Republican, just the title? n • Well, I don't know what one could call that. I think that what I consider a Democrat, if you exclude the Dixiecrats, 
	{\ . 



	i.s thctt. thP.rP. is n. sr.ns8 of changing the world :lnstegc1 of inheriting it. I think that's 1·1hat, for n1e, distinguishes the two parties--that the Republican Party l1as a mind set of inheriting the 1.·1orld. and the Democratic Party 01' changing it. 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Ho1.·J did McKeldin react to someone like J\gne,,,; ;Jh:J in 1968 inflamed the black population by calling the leaders toVJi th responsibility for thi~1gs lite riots. Ho,,; did he handle that? .M: I iraagine in his heart of hearts with disdain. I never sav; any of it, hovJever. 
	-
	gether and charging them 


	I: 
	I: 
	He never came out publicly and made a statement to the cffee L Uwt-... .4: I d have to plead ignorance to that. I don't Yu1ov;. He may well have. I don't know. 
	I 


	I: 
	I: 
	I think I've gotten througl1. this whole list, and then some. So, from here on out we can ad lib. What 1•1ould you like to add that you think that I've left out? 


	A: Well, I wish that I had the roster of people. I m so very sorry that one can't call forth the people who have been so valuable to this humanist movement, because you're probably 
	I 

	missing some very critical people. They may be people VJ hose names are commonplace, 1qho are household 1,vords, as j_t were. But I just hope very much that the kind of heroism that I saw in the late forties, early fifties, and mid fifties--I just hope that some of those people are being brought to ~,our attention. Because I feel very strongly about the people who 1,,1ere in the hustings ·when it wasn't popular, when it v1asn't respectable. It's not that I don t 1•Jelcome everyone at an:y point. I mean I th
	1 

	1 
	aren't necessarily foremost. 
	I: 1·ie have a long list of names. Let me ask you this. Is it a mistake to consider McKeldin one of the foremost civil rights leaders in Baltimore? 
	No, I wouldn't think it's a mistake. I wouldn't think it's a mj_stal~e, but I thj_nk that there are goj_ng to be so many people who played a less obvious role and perhaps stj_l1, if history cou]d sort itself out and equally cUsseC't. a rol.e in terms of permanent impact., and I just wish--one thing you might do, in fact, is go bacl, to Ellis Thomas. I just would not know where to put my hands quickly on them, but j_n hj_s letters ... 
	I: I've seen them. The few that are left. She has a few and I've seen them. 
	A: They're there somewhere, and I have copies of all of them, too, and I 1mo;·J that the;ytre here in my home. But that 
	State of State message that was sent to Governor Tawes will some day, I think, be very interesting, because each ... 
	~
	. 

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	rrm not familiar with this. l1.., sent by the Commission? I'i: This v..-as a ne;:;slette1" sent by the Commission to Governor Tawes and then a public portion of it was printed. But there 1.·1a s a confidential portion of it to give the State of State nn insight into the ~ciots, nn insight into anything ti1at 1<,1as deeply concerning. 11nd in that ;y-ou 1-·1ill probabl;y find a great man~-' narn.es that might not have come to the fore. 
	-


	I: 
	I: 
	I do have one question tnat I ... 1'\: Have you spoie;:en to Bob /Jatts? 
	1


	I: 
	I: 
	There is an in:~erview 1·Ji ti1 i1im. Yes. He ;_,;as one of the first people t11a-c we talked tc,. 1'his is a question I have been directed to ask and I'm not sure I understand it. I'll try. r..chere v:as a Baltimo:t·e Commission Self Surve:;l done in 196C--I don't have the exact date. 


	A: Yes. I have a cop;,,-of it. 
	You d.o have a copy? l~ilJ.. I be c::tble to look at that? 1;: SureJ.;y7 .. and I was involved in that, too. I guess everybody vfr10 \'Jas sort of up front in tho n1')VC•:1ont 1·1ns i nvnl v~r.-in that. 
	-

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Can you tell me, hotJ 1·1as that conducted? J~: I1y memory is not that strong on. it. ~·!e ~·1ent house to 1.;itb a list Qf questions. It ,,.zas a self-analysis, really. A people looking at a people. There were many, many of us, and I do i~ave a copy. Perhaps I ha. ve an extra copy 1•-ihich I \'iOUldn't :·Jant to e;ive ;you, because I think it's a wonderful historical docume~t, but ~hich I would lend you. 
	house. He just canvassed 
	1


	I: 
	I: 
	O.K. ~·Te could probably get it., in fact:. I'm sure 1,-Je could get it copied. 


	A: H~11ever, it's probably going to seem rather placid. don't rem.emOer any turgid quest1ons in It still during 
	Brotherhood Heet. days of civil rights. It 1.:1as :·.Jhen all one had to do was just have a kind tone of voice and a few homilies. It v;asn't during the tough days, as I recall. But, still, it gave ~ittitudes It W2F a ~inrt nf R Kins~y RRpnrt, RS it ~erR~ 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Can you remember back to the Omnibus Civil Rights Bill in 1963, and perhaps you might have ... 

	I: 
	I: 
	It bega.n in 63. I think it was passed in 63. I:I2ybe it was passed in 6li and written in I thought it :.as 63. Do you have any :recollections of how that came about? You' ~,.re i:-1entioned kno1-1ing David Glenn and Bob 1:!atts and these aTe people who -;:1ere involved during ... 
	1 
	1
	0
	1 
	1
	1
	1 



	A: Well, the strange thing is, I should remember well, certainl:y a large portion of my interest and discussion had to Uo \··.1ltb :Lt in those da;ys, but so much has happened since that I can t tell you that I had anything very, very important to ray ahout i.t. 
	1 

	I: Now let me ask you, -~-.ihy do ;you think Homen we:re so important in civil rights and in the raovement'? 
	-

	A: Well, I think that for two reasons, primarily: Number one, I think that men in our societ:y have more frustration and more because macho has been so incredibly important. Competition--standing taller by stepping on somebody else's face, perhaps. Getting the limited slices of pie fast enough. The whole concept of, perhaps, what s ':Jrong with our society 
	tl}tIB.rt 
	I 

	has had to do v;ith this need for power., even unutilized~~ need 
	for money, even unutilized, and they re sometimes synonymous. 
	I 

	And therefore, the civil rights movement would be a bigger threat to the man. The competition in the market place, 
	particularly before fem lib, i,,here women ,,1ere not in the market place would have been a peculiar male threat. The competition for macho in general, being a he-man, would have been greater and~ therefore, v:ould have reared its ugly 1i ttJe sex head with the black man possibly coming forth as a human being 
	worthy of dignity, admiration, adoration., appreciation. My god_, the idea of a ·1:Jhite female looting upon such., so I think that for that reason it i:;ot the .American male 1:1here he lives much more deeply than it got the American female. 
	Nov,.r., the second thing, I think.., is perhaps endemic to 
	the two species. Since I'm not a fem libber, by the way, I feel 
	that the;y're very different and appreciate that men and v;omen are extremely different. I think they are. I think the,y are 
	biologically and therefore spiritually, intellectually. I think women have a bit more of the concept of Christian love which is a tender love, and I thinl<:: men have a bit more of the earlier Judaic and classical Greek love, Eros, 
	1
	:1hich is a tougher type of love. I think women do have., and 
	men who are in touch with their female (with the female 1,1ithin them) have a sense of compassion, a sense of empathy, a sense of bleeding when others bleed. "Behold, a man ,ias dying in Capri. He turned his eyes and lool<::ed on me." A sense of 
	identification. l'ie do have to., as ~.'!omen, vie give flesh and it 
	becomes another human being, and we lmo·,1 its our flesh, and 
	I 

	1-.'!e identify in that 1·1ay. 1':e raise a family and are responsible for that family in a very peculiar v-,ay that a 1·1oman has given to her by the natural sciences. And I think from that point of view, there is a consideration or a concern for other creatures that is perhaps a little more natural to us. So, :,,ou put those tv10 together, being less threatened and having compassion is a bit more natural to our :9rima2.--y sexual instincts., 
	and I thiL1k you hove tho anc1vcr to your question. 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Now, Lillie Jackson and people lil<e her did not have a sense of being female ~,Jhen they 11orl~ed on civil rights ... ..4: Oh, don t t kid yourself. Don't kid :yourself. 

	I: 
	I: 
	They did? O.K. Good. -t'l: You see, that sense of being female--nov; j_n this case I am a feminist. The roles is what you're talking about., the superficialities are •::hat you're talking about. Sure, she could be tough. Sure, she could get up there lj_ke a soldier. But thatts not male. That's only a :role. NotJ., I wasn't talking about that. I am certainly out of patience with the attitude of male-female roles and that is a fernlnlst, statement. Hhen a woman is assertive, she's considered aggressive. Peopl


	shov,; on the surface. That 1,Joman may seem incredibly tough, but let her pick up a baby. Let her nurse a baby. Let her involve herself i:-Jith an olC., infirm person, and there is e~,,ren a difference in touch. I would suspect that most blind geriatric patients could probably tell the difference if they 1·1ere being handled by male or female. There is simply something different that makes a woman a 1.·1oman and a man a man. I; What Kind of connection is tl1ere between the ,mmr.n s movement and the civil 
	I 
	1

	First of all., I rm against equal pa;y for uomen, 1-1hici1 sounds hoTriOJ.e ~ I 'rn foT equal pay for heads of household, and generally that's n,aJ.e. When a woman, particularly ,·.1hen I see o.round me mo.ny 1,1culth;y 1:1omcn., gifted 1-1omcn, but •,-iomcn 1,:1ho have been able to b:ring their gift to the fore because they 1-Jere born ;;1th relatively siJ.ver spoons, if not silver, danmed good pewter. And they can get the college education yea:ts ago. They can get the association through the relationships
	e.:;-:::tr2 money. For trie second person in command 1·;ho adds often 
	to her ~1usban:1 s i.:1.come., 1·:iTJ adds that measure ◊f 2.u:;-~ury, to 
	1 

	be able to get v;hat the primary bread earner can get is to rn.e utterly disrespectable. 
	I: 1:·7ell; t:1ere' s no reason 1·Jhy she shouldn rt Ce the pri:n2ry 
	.P.: If sI:J.e is; then I S2j' she should also get eq_ual pay. 
	earner. Now, that's roles again. I: 0 .K. n.. I think tt2t there s'.1.o'Jld be equality of ya;y for ever:.• head of household; be it male fem2le, and :-n p:cobJ.er:r 
	t10:-i1en puttin.,; the :c blac1: male and other i;J_inority males: and holding bac% their movement because they're being p~t out o::' the market place., I thin!( it's an utter tragec\/. 
	1~-hen I see a l':oman 1·;i th fou1... college degrees and BClard at ti'ie Country Club take a job that any male head of household, particularl:y mi~ority males, have just been ab1e to T:Jrench for 
	T (n jnst. fourth car instend of bread for the kids~ And. I think it is the most destructive thing.. Hot·i, if vJe had 100% employment, if 1:Je had male liberation; all males--all minorities' r:1ales, Chic2no males, black males~ all ~ales, gay males, all Llales--if we had male liberation and head of household liberation, be it ~ale or female, then certainly, help the other women, the rest of the 1·1omen. So, I thint. that if youtre tall.:,::inE; about pure mechanics, 
	1 

	Be:rk Cassette II Side 1:53 just numbeT'S, every job that a privileged 1·101~an--and after all they're the 1-1omen 1,-;ho can get the jobs best., and the best jobs easiest, and the easiest jobs first. And you have these gifted ViOmen •.• 
	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	You ~:,rere talking about the i;,;hi te v1omen_, tl1e privileged 1·1omen_, tak.ing aNay jobs from blac!·: males because of the J.iberties that the civil rights novement has created. J1: Yes, and I think that 1.-;hen a 1.•:oman \';ho is just adding t8 the household income and ,;ho al'e on Teprieve from ennui and boredom gets a good job to the extent and to the numbers that she takes that job from a male or a head of household ., I think t.o that. rxt.~nt RhP. is -robbing the movern.ent. _4nd :,;et_, certainl
	femc:i.le
	that 
	1


	I: 
	I: 
	flow.~ 1,.,e're talking about ti1.e 1.}or:1en s movement_, and I have been told r;iany times :_n othe:c intervj_e·v1s th.at th1s is tjust something that neve:c came before. This is and in the si;cties very fe•:J 1--:omen, except those few, of course, that are al1·:ays there, vJeJ."e concerned aOout it. McKeldj_n didn't appoint tiomen_, and Lillj_e May Jackson didn't .fight fo:r tl1e rights that she--1:1ell especially as her daughters had to come in then. This is something tho.t never cu.we 1.ro? .4: l'lell,
	1
	1
	I 
	1 
	-



	this 1•;as an approach to feminism. We didn't call it that in those days~ and I certainly am a feminist to the extent that 
	think women should be educated and educate themselves, should be contrj_butors, and the full passion of life and doing what they can as a full human being, and not relegated to any role. But I just feel that when you're talking about a movement, you don't feed the fat before you feed the starvinf;~ and I think that in the mart.et pJ ace--nnn thi B is the area of fem lib that I'm really disagreej_ng with--it's equal pay for equal ,·iork. I think it should be much closer to the need of the money going to hea
	I have asked to be removed from any case in civiJ. l"ights in the Human Relations Commission that has to do Nith sex discrimination if it's an economic sex discrimination., and I've been f3ulted. for it. But I stand very committed to this position and don't feel that I need to flinch a bit. I don't 
	-

	want 
	want 
	want 
	to sit on 
	those 
	cases 
	because I 
	would not 
	be 
	an 
	impartial 

	judge. 
	judge. 

	I: 
	I: 
	Is there anything else 
	at all? 

	A: 
	A: 
	Black women, 
	I 
	think, ,·wuld be 
	different. 
	,Mj_nority 1vomen, 

	I 
	I 
	tl'link, 
	would 
	be different, 
	by 
	the 1·1ay. 


	I: You would. sit on it if there were those cases? 
	A: I haven t had one presented to me, but head of household women. To me., full cj_ vil rights for privileged. women is 1ik.e tax loopholes for the rich) and for the black male to fight for this because he either thinks he v.:ill have a larger constj_tuency 
	I 

	\·Jhich might be shrewd. If he needs them as· a· political cons tituency for his own movement, that s one thing. But to fight for this which helps_, in my opinion_, helps the white privileged female before it helps the minority male and 3 is what I'm really opposed to. 
	1 
	female 

	I: 
	I: 
	I: 
	Is there anything else you'd like to add? 1'-1: No. But I didn't think about adding that, :you see. You're the one .•....rs there any more you'd li.ke to add? 

	I: 
	I: 
	I think I have everything here that I need. 


	A: If you' re going to be intervie•:Jing anybody-else in the Commission, ;you might get even some meaningful details, but in the broad spectrum I think its interesting to note that Guttwein is a young man that ·went to 1.•Jork for_, I think it was the Easton Star, Ea.stor1 newspaper. Check out later 1-Jhether it vias the Easton Star. It may have been the Star-Democrat. I can t quite remember. But ... and apparently th.ought of very, very highl:y, and in line for promotion., and decided that things ,,1ere mo
	1 
	I 

	Figure
	hell. They couldn't be considered discriminating against the white male who is not a member of the protected class. They might have tried to bring in that he was Je1tJish., but they didn't in my recollection. However, the idea of' discrimination ...... . The case was ultimately found on it's merits to be as the Commission ruled, namel~l, that the newspaper was guilty of' the 
	but we lost. The patient died and the operation ivas a 
	success. The Commj_ssion decision \'?as correct except it was 
	ruled by Ha1";'/land Court of P.1ppea1s that we could not g:Lve 
	monetary aHards. No where 1-1ould our law permit us to give 
	monetary awards. With that loss, of course, the teeth went 
	out of civil rights in Maryland. 
	I: Now, you've just mentioned something that gives me an idea .. . Hov1 about the relationship of the Jews and the Olacl~s in discrimingtion? How does it work? p,.: Tragic. Tragic. You see, instead of asking me 1:Jhy 1·Jomen feature so .forcibly in the civil rlghts movement, I think, perhaps, more pertinent a question would have been, 1.r1hy Jews featured so importantly. Because if one looks at the early civil rights movement ....if ~ne looks at the t::ind of wil1ingness to give blood, physical and spiritua
	', 
	exception, one ;,,;ho considers himself Jewish because he k.no1::s what that, too, can , but I'm intrigued by the known anti-Semitism aw.ong the blacks. Intrigued by it because it because it is a very subtle sociological condition, a desire not to be pulled back, not to side with those who are only one rung above us or one step above us on the escalator. You see, there is an escalator clause. This isn't my philosophy~ It s 
	exception, one ;,,;ho considers himself Jewish because he k.no1::s what that, too, can , but I'm intrigued by the known anti-Semitism aw.ong the blacks. Intrigued by it because it because it is a very subtle sociological condition, a desire not to be pulled back, not to side with those who are only one rung above us or one step above us on the escalator. You see, there is an escalator clause. This isn't my philosophy~ It s 
	I 

	a man b:y the n2me of Saci1s in Baltimore. Leon Sachs has the 

	philosoph~: of the escalator clause. Every time a ::-.:rroun of 
	0 
	-

	peop1.e move up., they push up those ahead of them. But there s always a fear~ there's often a fear that one might sliu bac!c if 8De s only on the next line: or that if one s on the line belo\•,J., m;:v~ god., if one can reach high enough to grasp the 11and that s just above. 
	1 
	1
	1
	1 

	80 thP.re s a1v.1a~;s been struggle., incredible strugf;le, :1ho are moving up to\vax·d the same end but at slightly different moCTents in history., not only their personal history but c;f history in t1i1j_ ch the~:-live . since the Jews just made it., if one can consider they've made it at all: since t!-:e Je1•-is h.ave ,just e.sto.bl5.shec1 their place in trarrJ.and. After all, shortJ.y before I ~2s born, Jews couldn't 
	1 
	between pe:)ple 
	1

	i.n 1~12:c;ylarid, so it's not 2 very l8ng ..... in terms of history. Bu~, since the J e:·1s seeD1 to be mal-:in; :..t., r:12!-:j_nz it preturnatur3J_l:y ~ one \-.J8nders and one questions this. I.s the blacl: 
	-

	Figure
	on the line 1 hishe:c up on th.e esc:.1lc. tor ... 21110. Lhu L' B nwnber une. Nu;nber tuo., since the Jei-,;s just r,1ade it., the:y ve n1:::ide it 
	1

	Figure
	does ti1e black man tnow? 1isl\: his landlord and his grocerym2.n. f'.. sk. his tailor. He kn.o:•Js the Jev1s., so that -;.,;hen he needs to 
	' .
	let out DlS hostilit;y tcv,1ards the whites, better to hold the hand of the 1·!asp i·;ho can pull f'.d.m up several 2.--ungs and. better to shoot off the f'.an:l of the Je":\' 1:1ho' s only jus·c th,s.t one i-·u::1g above, and 1·:ho also is th.ere in imase and to be 
	at the 1-:ire. So I "Gilini~ tllat there are man=.,., r:aany subtl.eties, 
	anC. also tt.en the z;uilt by association that i\lcCarth::,---Joe I<icCa:.... thy' s da::-~ is not over ......There is stilJ. guilt bJ r1ssoc
	-

	iation. .11nd since tf"le Je1-i has n'.Jt l:een fully int-egrated intQ 
	the psyche of mo8.ern societ:,. There, again, as I mentioned 
	before, brotherhood, :yes. The Je~-; has his spot in the sun, but brothe:rhood is not a right to he extended .....and thnt right is ;:/ not stiJl renJized ~ The Je-:.·;ish tih:tte is QlJviously not realized .......We can see that the anti-Semitism is still 
	ce:rtai.n1

	1
	people lilce to protect :.il1ites. 
	But 1-Jhst I'm sa~.:ing is that this guilt by association 1·iith another g1... oup.. . . . and since there a:re :nany, man;-/ subtle aspects battlins., despite the fzct th.at, I think the Je1·,; potentially can be the und~-'ing all~,. t8 tl--::e black, and I don t even lite to sa:' to black, I msun t0 Ci1ristisn blacts ..... . But the \';hite Jew to the Chris~ic::.n blac~,::s GT to black C~1risti2ns can be the most stal11art of allies. One finds a great deal of 
	1 

	....very, very disastrous. I'CT sure that part of Paul as a Je,-1 ••... •I don't r:no-;,,•i ~-;hat relision is or WhRthpr h~ hRS Rn~; tips Rt Rll. T rtn knn~1 thAt thA ~oncel"n of betng put out of an inch b;y· someone else vJho i-1ants that piece of pie ........ to a Jew who has just found his way into the slot of higher institutions. He's frightened of being put out of the slot. 
	I: In Baltimore do the Je1-;s take the position of being on the i1dministrations side, the official government's side? 
	I 

	l~: Oh., no. Hot only. \'!hat I found out., I don t t n1ean ... That's for sure. If one loJks bact. in tl".!.e early-civj_l rights days here., I thinl-::. if one measured by the nur::1ber of in society and the number of Jews on the streets ... 
	Je~.,.is 

	I: I~s an organization or as indj_viduals? J~side fi-•om things like B'nai B'rith. 
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